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THIS COVER.
When the Press ran off this Cover for "THE LAYWORKER SPECIAL" Publication #461. Feb.23,1979 we ran off perhaps 2500 extra to be used in the Future.

After working 5 months with extra Help, we are sending out the largest Shipment ever. But due to our "SPOTLIGHT" ad now bringing in more Names than we expected, and because we have some FLYERS left; we plan to print enough of this Paper to go with ALL the Covers we have, even if they are in 3 Colors. So no telling what COLOR you will receive, of this:


If you receive FLYERS you received before: do some Missionary work, and send them to some one else. Many are glad to get another Set, because they had already given the others away. These Papers are not prepared for the World. ONLY for Adventists. Some claim they do not understand these Papers. I believe they understand them ONLY too well! But instead of saying: "YOU ARE WRONG!" which would mean: "PROVE IT!" they rather hide behind:

IGNORANCE!
"For the Leaders of this people CAUSE them to ERR, and they that are led of them are DESTROYED!" Isa.9:16.

PLEASE!
Get out your Colored Pencils ready to MARK the DOCUMENTED HISTORICAL EVIDENCE this Paper contains, so you can FIND it again. Also UNDERLINING makes the page LIGHT UP! Correlate HISTORICAL FACTS with DIVINE PREDICTIONS that say it all. From the 1903 "ALPHA" to the 1980 "OMEGA." and Glorifying the Creator and His Testimony.

TRADITION.
Some will resent the Historical Pen conflict with the "BRIGHT VISIONS!" of: "FROOM-HOUTEFF-ROGERS-FRIEND-HUDSON-NAGEL-NICHOLS-MAXWELL-FAGAL-RICHARDS-GROTHEER-TUCKER-HEPPENSTALL-FORD-BRINSMEAD-DURST-URIAH SMITH."

Their "STEPS!" traced and recorded in the Sands of Time: like Dinosaurs stumbling into Greater and Greater DARKNESS as they head for the uncharted Mud and Quicksands of thge Lower Laodicean Swamp. For them the Third Angel's Light fades into Oblivion. The "LOUD CRY" they so eagerly seek to reach - fades beyond their Grasp.

"...they will not RECOGNIZE the work of God when the LOUD CRY...shall be heard...CONTRARY to any human planning... Only those who are living up to the LIGHT they have will receive GREATER LIGHT...It may be falling on hearts all around us, but we shall not discern or receive it...the Responsibility will lie at our own Door." TM 300, 507-8.
CANADA is in the Middle of (another) Post Office Strike. This Country is the 2nd Worst Country in the World for Labor Union Strikes. It is well to Remember that the LABOR UNIONS will be the largest SINGLE CAUSE of Trouble in the Time of Trouble. "FROM CITY TO COUNTRY LIVING" p. 51-3. RH 4:511. SM 2:141-4.

STEPS.
The Subject of "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" and "RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH" and "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" and related Terminology; is still holding the Center Stage of Attraction as well it should.

At the same Time it is probably one of the HARDEST or LEAST UNDERSTOOD of all the Themes of Salvation. We affirm that BOTH SIDES overlap in their Arguments, for the simple Reason that they will not face Facts.

And the Facts are:
(1) That if we are going to go by JONE and WAGGONER after 1888; we will be as LOST in a MAZE of CONTRADICTIONS, as they were.
(2) FIRST QUOTE ALL THE NICE Sounding SOP Statements you like of what: "SR. WHITE SAID!" about 1888. The HIGHEST men in the HIGHEST Places: such as FROOM, testify that the Records of the Main 1888 Meetings were so HATED! by some one or ones in the High-Command: PROBABLY BULTER and URIAH SMITH, that they are DESTROYED!
(3) FROOM could not put it together! No one made more of a Mess that he did! We stood ALONE to say THAT! But an ever-increasing Number are now Saying it! After they have taken a Second-Look at his WAY OUT GABBLE! Those who bowed with bended Knee to his Infallibility, are now the FIRST to DENOUNCE him! [Since their Pay-Check from him has been cut-off!]
(4) We seem to have to mention this every time we write a Paper: as there are so many things kept in the Dark, in Adventism. Such as that JONES and WAGGONER were the MAIN CULPRITS to start "HOLY FLESH" in 1900, and signed over to "LIVING TEMPLE" in 1903. Those who want to act SURPRISED! at this Point; why not ask your Preacher - WHY he does not tell his people that those who REJECT Light: God REJECTS them! 1884 GC 232, 240, 295.
(5) And let me add one more Secret to you; those who were in the "GREATEST LIGHT" are the very ones who go into the "GREATEST DARKNESS!" TM 163. GC 572. LP 107. MB 92-3. T2:70, 352. CH 42, 622.

(6) So just WHO do you expect will be our "GREATEST ENEMIES?" Our "FORMER BRETHREN...these APOSTATES!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608. "WHO HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH." SM 2:54.

(7) Do you REALLY expect those who FOUGHT EGW after 1888 tried to get ANNA RICE PHILLIPS to take the place of EGW when she was gone to Australia: fed BALLINGER with GOS-SIP, TREACHEROUS Character ASSASSINATION! So that she wrote in 1906; JONES was: "BOUND HAND AND FOOT...CAPTIVATED...CONFUSED!" "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" p. 306. "JONES is now a man DELUDED and DECEIVED...has chosen DARKNESS...BLINDED by...Satanic agencies...SELF-EXALTA-TION is your great Danger...giving heed to seducing spirits and Doctrines of DEVILS!" p. 308-310. 1906-7.

WAGGONER was: "TEARING to pieces that which God has built up... (SPIRITUAL WIVES!) "PRECIOUS SPIRITUAL LIGHT... DANGEROUS MISLEADING FABLES!...SPIRITUAL AFFINITIES... Doctrines of SATANIC ORIGIN...this Woman...she becomes your god..."Let him that THINKETH he standeth take heed lest he Fall." p. 313-6. 1894, 1901, 1906, 1903.

Some of us are going to "TAKE HEED!" that we do NOT READ any of their JUNK, EXCEPT to PROVE THEM WRONG! So that OTHERS do not Fall for THEM! and what led them ASTRAY.

We can tell you RIGHT NOW! their INITIAL DEPARTURE from the Faith: with WAGGONER it was WOMEN! with JONES it was "I AM SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!"

And just like the Prophet warned; ONE departure leads to ANOTHER - UNTIL LIKE THE Coils of a Boa-Constrictor, they are HELPLESS. No thanks! we intend to AVOID that part of the Jungle!

WHY ARE SO MANY MINISTERS UNABLE TO UNDERSTAND THIS QUESTION? very Simple. They try to go by what they were taught by FROOM: the Nemesis of the Schools, who led this Denomination into JONES-WAGGONERISM - REGARDLESS!

Remember the days of BLOOD-LETTING? when WASHING was weakening? and all the SUPERSTITIONS of MEDICINE? Many times, most times, these eccentricities are the product of ONE MIND! can turn the Head of a whole Country, if not the World! All we have to do to BELIEVE that, is to Look at the History of Israel. Is it neccessary to RECALL it?
"I AM SAVED!"

Untold THOUSANDS of Adventists KNEW: that "I AM SAVED!" was opposed by EGW in no uncertain Terms. It was a real Exercise in APOSTASY, and DOUBLE-TONGUED DIPLOMACY to see one Minister after the other slump back, and PERMIT that AGREEABLE LIE to be Propogated, or get behind it and ENCOURAGE it; with perhaps the Notion it would bring MORE into the Church! And according to the Circus-Barkers who put the CLOWNS through their Acts "The SHOW must go ON!" We cannot STOP to FIGHT among ourselves! And after all, is not the MAIN THING if not the ONLY THING, to get them IN the Church? Is not Salvation SURE, once they are INSIDE? So is that not a Form of "I AM SAVED?" anyway? and once you pass the INITIAL SHOCK of ALARM: the Conscience becomes THICK-SKINNED, and HARD to make any IMPRESSION.

NOT KNOWING.

How one FALSE DOCTRINE leads to the NEXT, and the two together make SURE of the THIRD.

(A) You see, if there is a COURT in Heaven, that is to Sit, or that is Sitting to DECIDE our CASE. AFTER all the EVIDENCE comes forth. How do we DARE By-Pass all that, and with RECKLESS ABANDON - FLAUNT the COURT in HEAVEN, and PROUDLY BOAST: "I AM SAVED!"

(B) That was the "A" of the Alphabet, the BEGINNING. So you see - if they continue like that: EVENTUALLY, sooner or later, they will come to 1980, and DENY the COURT- the JUDGMENT- the SANCTUARY: for are we not "SAVED!" How I LOVE to proclaim it! [I shudder to THINK of what has happened to THAT MIND!" "VISIONS OF GRANDEUR!""] No Wonder, the ones who Spring that on us - also see "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!" that NO HOUTEFF CAN NUMBER - coming to BOW LOW! before 144,000 SINLESS ADVENTIST FEET! O! How HARD it will be for such, if SAVED AT ALL! to go through the HUMILIATING SCENES that face the Saints, as the WORLD and the CHURCH turn on them! The Disciples hid in an Upper Room for Fear of the Jews. (They were Jews also.), but we are going to have to go to the "ISOLATED PLACES"- the MOUNTAINS, DESERTS, and to the SWAMPS! We will FLEE! FROM the MULTITUDES!

(A) "I am SAVED!" leads to the GLORIFICATION of SELF, and LAODICEA, the INDEPENDANT, the SHEPHERD'S ROD, and AWAKENING THEORIES!

(B) See the PROUD PHARISEE in the Markst Place with "HOLY!" "HOLY!" "HOLY!" on his Garments! if we do not believe like he does: we are LOW-DOWN RIFF-RAFF! SAMARITANS!
(C) Any Observant Believer in the SOP knew, and saw the RUNNING BATTLE! between JONES and "I AM SAVED!" as EGW put him in his proud PHARISEE PLACE! You think we are talking IRRESPONSIBLY? Or do we know EXACTLY what we are talking about? How about this:

"Un[to certain which TRUSTED in THEMSELVES that they were RIGHTEOUS...THE PHARISEE...goes down to his house DESTITUTE!...CAIN thought himself RIGHTEOUS...The sense of NEED, the RECOGNITION of our Poverty and Sin, is the VERY FIRST condition of ACCEPTANCE with God...The EVIL that led to PETER'S FALL, and that SHUT OUT the PHARISEE from Communion with God, is proving the RUIN of THOUSANDS to-day. There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God, or so DANGEROUS to the human soul, as PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE...We...should NEVER be taught to say or to FEEL that we are SAVED. This is misleading..."I AM SAVED!"...They lose sight of their own WEAKNESS...They are UNPREPARED..."Let him that thinketh he standeth; take heed lest he fall." Our ONLY SAFETY is in CONSTANT DISTRUST of SELF,...with FEAR and TREMBLING," COL 150-155. (And 20 to 100 MORE!) That was 1900. And JONES was RAVING about being "SAVED! SINLESS! HOLY" in the Marlowe Theatre in the Gangster City of Chicago. Jones LIKED Chicago, that is where he went with DANIELLS, in his Capacity of JONES Heading the Medical Dept. and turn this Denomination over to DRUGS! and the LAW of the AMA-FDA-SDA. There is where BALLenger picked up this LIGHT, and we Face it again via FORD-BRINSMED-HEPPENSTALL! This is the HISTORY of it! Which side will we take?

We could fill this Publication with NOTHING but REFERENCES against the PROUD and HAUGHTY SELF-RIGHTOUS PHARISEE who says: "I AM SAVED!" Let us look at one more that is Listed as: "SPIRITUALISM!" ADVENTIST SPIRITISM! How much does the Ministry "BELIEVE" ELLEN WHITE? Or is "GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY!" more important? Which Boils down to FROOM POLICY! The "Professor Emeritus for Prophetic Understanding for Andrews (Seminary) University!" He sat at the control Console to Push-Button this Denomination any way he wanted to: he gave Ministerial "CREDITS" and arranged for the BEST and BIGGEST Churches for those that would Hue the FROOM LINE! 40 Years and MORE! of FROOM - 1933 to 1973. Happily humming to himself as he rammed his Motor-Cycle against a Brick Wall, and was found still LYING! in the Ruins of "MISSION '73" the Waterloo of his own Way-out Speculations, and his
1973 3-FOLD UNION.

with BILLY BABBLING GRAHAM, and the CATHOLICS in MISSION KEY '73! Pierson was BAWLING and CRYING for 2 years AFTER the LIGHTNING BOLT hit him in the WISCONSIN CAMP-MEETING RH Aug. 9, 1973. p. 24.

"What went WRONG, Brethren! What went WRONG! will some one please tell us?" We saw that we had this put on his Desk:

---

"Thou hadst a Whore's Forehead
"Thou refusedst to be ASHAMED!..."

"Therefore the SHOWERS have been withheld
"And there hath been NO LATTER RAIN!" Jer. 3:3.

Then he wrote that this ADVENTIST CIRCUS-WAGON overturned in the "Key'73" ditch: would yet go down in History as a "GREATER DISGRACE than 1888!"

How many will need their own private LIGHTNING BOLT before they, also, will admit the TRUTH?

The LAWYERS of SPECTRUM who arrange all these "FORUM" Meetings in HEPPENSTALL'S CALIFORNIA for NUMBERS - FORD - CONTRELL and other BUMS! Who want to do away with EGW as not being: "Contemporary with the Times!"

In their EDUCATED IGNORANCE, do not seem to Know: that the STUPID "URIAH SMITH" and WEE WILLIE WHITE -CONRADI "HISTORICAL RECORDS" are NOT in the ORIGINAL 1884 Edition! But follow the Pattern of WILLIE and ARTHUR WHITE who list the 1888 as being the "ORIGINAL!"

Deliver us from such "SCHOLARS!"

Who would take away the "PLACE!" the "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION of the 1884 "THRONE OF GOD!" but instead hand us:

ADVENTIST SPIRITUALISM:

"Satan beguiles men now as he beguiled EVE...by FLAT-TERY...SELF-EXALTATION..."Ye shall be as gods!"...SPIRITUALISM [FROOM]TEACHES..."Each mind will JUDGE itself, and not anoher." "The JUDGMENT will be RIGHT, because it is the JUDGMENT of SELF...The throne is WITHIN YOU!"

GC 554-558. 1884 GC 371-9. MHP.

WHEN YOU KNOW THE ABOVE

and are IMMUNE to the Ranling and Ravings of some Old Senile FROOM, you have to REALLY MARVEL! at the COMPUT-ERIZED ROBOTS: that seem to step forth from every Point of the Compass, and are given TOP-BILLING in all the Church-Media: the Jackals that Bark in UNISON with the BIG BABOON! T he basic MEGALOMANIA "SHOW-BUSINESS EVANG-ELISM!" to SATISFY the search of the Multitudes for "ASSURANCE!" if they can find such as will Dish it out!

-6-
THE FLOOD.

We are dealing with Basic HONESTY! Not what people LIKE! If we dealt with what people LIKE we would hand you the FROOM LINE; which is the BABYLON LINE!

In his (SDA) MINISTRY Magazine in 1966 he told you Plainly that the way to WIN them, was to Teach the SAME as they already believed! Then they were Won to What? BRIN-SMEAD faithful "Whipping Boy" for Father Sabbastain FROOM said the SAME THING! That he would out "FAITH!" them, out "LOVE!" them, and out "LAW!" them!

FROOM'S FOLLY: "...the old largely NEGATIVE approach-emphasizing the things wherein we DIFFER from all other Religious Groups-IS PAST, definitely PAST. And that is as it should be!" SDA MINISTRY. March 1966. p. 10. (Repeated by WEEKS- SDA MINISTRY, June 1966. p. 20.)

THIS SOPHISTY led to the AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION: "...to create a Public INIMAGE of the Beast!...and set forth Salvation within the reach of the MULTITUDES [did NOAH set forth SALVATION within the reach of the MULTITUDES? Did Christ say it would again be: "AS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH-LOT?"]"


Did the Preachers who agreed to that; KNOW that this very ACTION was PREDICTED by EGW? Or, like "I AM SAVED!" did not give a Hang - what was in the Spirit of Prophecy?

"And what do we see just ahead?...EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, and UNIVERSAL CREED!" When this shall be gained, then, in the effort to secure COMPLETE UNIFORMITY, it will be only a STEP to.......[Only a STEP - to WHAT? There are STEPS to CHRIST, and there are STEPS to PERDITION! And he that goes: "STEP by STEP" with them, will also take the "LAST STEP!" T5:81. Which will be: "EASY!" as well as" "POPULAR!" GC 608.]

"...only a STEP to the resort to FORCE. When the LEADING Churches of the United States, [Froom-Brinsmead-Heppenstall and the ILLUMINATI are FAR DOWN THE ROAD!] UNITING upon such points of Doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON, shall influence the STATE to ENFORCE THEIR DECREES [In 2000-watch Clinton] and to SUSTAIN THEIR (SDA) INSTITUTIONS, THEN-THEN-THEN Protestant America will have formed an IMAGE..." GC 445. 1884 GC 278.

YES! GOD IS WAITING!
For them to fill their Cup of INIQUITY! So He can Lower the Boom! on them! T5:211-2.
The more SATISFIED they are; the more IN DANGER they are!

"When the professed people of God are UNIFYING with the World, living as they live, and JOINING with them in for-bidden pleasure; when the luxury of the World becomes the luxury of the Church, when the marriage Bells are chiming, and all are looking forward to many YEARS of Worldly prosperity, then, SUDDENLY as the LIGHTNING FLASHERS from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT [FROOM!] VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 339, 464. EW 139. DA 379,383,577,628-9,299,645,635. T5:478. RH 6:154. PP 166. 1884 GC 209,210. (LEFT OUT! of SR 355.)

"There never will be a Time in the History of the [of the "WORLD!" as URIAH SMITH and GERMAN REFORM are for-ever Quacking about?...in the History of THE CHURCH when God's worker can fold his hands and be at ease, saying, "All is Peace and Safety." THEN it is SUDDEN de-struction cometh." TM 407. T5:211-2. B 2:23.

"Come when it may, the Advent of Christ will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying, "Peace and Safety" "all things continue as they were from the beginning." [This is the SAME Organization as from the Beginning! There have been NO CHANGES! I see NO DIFFERENCE!] "Thus saith the Word of Inspiration, "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM!" TM 233,35. T5:233. AA 535. FCE 335.

FROOM'S "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!" used the following pages to PUT DOWN EGW p. 28,35-7,78,83,92-3,107,109,110, 112,115,119,120,121,127-8,131-2,145,322,541. As the Catholics in their DARK AGES he handed us the CHURCH - the "IMPREGNABLE FORTRESS!" "THE UNDEMTED BASTILLE!" PAGE after PAGE he hands us TALMUDIST WAGGONER! And, believe it or not; "I AM SAVED!" MOODY! p. 320. Or, you might like SHULER; be led to "CHRIST!" by BILLY SUNDAY! p. 627. Or by "METHODISM!" p. 512,619,626-7. Anyway FEAR NOT! This will SPEAR-HEAD the COMING: "AWAKENING!" He already had the "AWAKENING!" in his Pocket, he knew by 1971, and the HEPPENSTALL DEAL with RDB-FTW in 1972 assured the CONTINUING SUCCESS; as MILLIONS were handed to his "AWAKENING!" p. 322,405,604. By following the LEAD and "IN COMMON!" with the other Churches, the PLAN was all HERE! p. 320,322,466,541,486,609,619,620.

THEN TO FINISH OFF ELLEN WHITE:
"God will lead a responsive and UNITED PEOPLE...There is NO OTHER WAY." LEF-MD 663.

PSYCHOPATHS.

have the Ability to Block off Feelings and Reality, and Escape into another World. They have DOUBLED in the last 10 Years. They dream a lot - whether AWAKE or ASLEEP. But there is a difference between DREAMING and being DE-LUDED. Much study has been made in these Fields in the past 12 Years in the University of Toronto and other Universities.

They are now coming over to the Realization that there may be or is - a CHEMICAL IMBALANCE. Too bad they could not have tested FROOM before he wrote that Book. Give you the ... CREEPS to look into his CONFUSED JARGON as he goes into BABYLON'S VERSIONS of "GRACE!" p. 383, 387. A real Case of Grandiloquence - Grandiose Eloquence. Meant to overpower with the Splendor of Words - without Meaning.

WHY HE IS SO DESPERATE - to do away with ALL her; "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS!" Suppose we believe that the Lord will: "TURN and OVERTURN." so there will be a "SCATTERING" from our Institutions.

18:86. Will there STILL be a: 'UNITED PROPELE?'

"We are going to be greatly SCATTERED before long...'' FCE 535. "The Lord will work to PURIFY His Church. I tell you the Truth, The Lord is about to TURN and OVERTURN in the Institutions called by His name." TM 373.

JERUSALEM CENTERS.

Now that they are spending MILLIONS to "CONSOLIDATE" their Institutions; should they not CONSULT the WRITINGS before they make such a Move? O! I forgot! FROOM said she NEVER made any: "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS! No! Not in a SINGLE case!" So why should anyone pay attention to her or this:

"But NO JERUSALEM CENTERS are to be made. Of such Centers are made, there will be a SCATTERING of the people OUT of them." RH 6:437. July 16, 1914.

IN THE BATTLE IN TH DAY OF THE LORD.

"I was pointed to those who CLAIM to be Adventists, but who REJECT the Present Truth, ans saw that they were CRUMBLING and that the Hand of the Lord was in their midst to DIVIDE and SCATTER them now in [Sealing; GATHERING TIME, so that the precious Jewels among them, who had formerly been deceived, may have their EYES OPENED to their TRUE STATE. And now when the Truth is presented to them by Seventh-day Adventist Ministers?] by the LORD'S
MESSENGERS, they are prepared to LISTEN, and SEE it's Beauty and Harmony, and to LEAVE their former Associates and Errors, EMBRACE the precious TRUTH and STAND (WEBSTER: MAKE KNOWN!) where they can DEFINE their position." EW 69.

AND THEN BE SURE: that the FROOMS will: "...act like men who have LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 70. "...filled with ANGER as their AUTHORITY is Questioned!" GC 607. "...therefore they would SLANDER those who BELIEVE and TEACH the TRUTH and would ATTACK their CHARACTERS." EW 69, 70.

FROOM FOAMING AT THE MOUTH! "...DISTORTED CARICATURE of our Faith...springing from the CHARGES put forth by PROFESSIONAL DETRACTORS and avowed CRITICS and APOSTATES!...the UNCERTAIN, the DUBIOUS, the INERT...the UNDERMINERS and SUBVERTERS...the HARPERS upon TANGENTS, the DROP-OUTS...the HECKLERS and HAMPERERS on the Side Lines, the EXTREMISTS...POUTING apart from the LOYAL SOLID CORE of His people. God is not leading STRAY OFFSHOOTS - TANGENT GROUPS - we are REPEATEDLY TOLD (5T 291; CW 45)...There has been a succession of the DISGRUNTED and DISAFFECTED." LEF-MD 489,568-9.

Now that he vented his Spleen and got that off his Chest, now that we know what we are, only one thing puzzles me. WHY does he use AS HIS AUTHORITY; that kind of Goofy Imposter of a Woman, who never did ORIGINATE ANYTHING! Now all of a Sudden he RESPECTS HER? Does he respect THIS:

SOLID CORE OF HIS PEOPLE?

"THEY SUPPOSE that THEY are RICH and increased with GOODS and in need(?) of NOTHING, while in reality THEY are in need of EVERYTHING!...But many are Crying, "PEACE and SAFETY," while SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon THEM...I saw our Instructor pointing to the Garments of so-called "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" Stripping them off, He laid bare the DEFILEMENT BENEATH. Then He said to me: "Can you not see how THEY have pretentiously COVERED UP their DEFILEMENT and ROTTENNESS (TM 446-7.) of CHARACTER? "How is the faithful City become an HARLOT!" My Father's House...a place whence the DIVINE PRESENCE and GLORY have DEPARTED!...Unless THE CHURCH, which is now being LEAVENED...shall REPENT and be CONVERTED, she will eat of the Fruit of her own doings, until she shall ABHOR HERSELF...When this REFORMATION BEGINS...THOSE WHO HAVE NOT BEEN LIVING IN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will draw close to one another." T8:250-1.
FROOM and the Gooney-Hens that nod in Harmony with him, including MOST REFORM' LEADERS" do not seem to ever Discover how the Old Fake will BOW SOLEMNLY before her-the RASPUTIN MONK, kissing her Foot for Advantages, and making Faces at her as soon as her back is turned. There never was a greater COL"PT JESTER than FATHER SABBASTIAN FROOM! the Arch-Deceiver who would turn over in his Grave at this:

**A UNITED PEOPLE?**

"MEN IN AUTHORITY are not always to be OBEYED, even though they may PROFESS to be Teachers of Bible Doctrine...the God of Heaven sometimes commissions men to TEACH that which is regarded as CONTRARY to the ESTABLISHED DOCTRINES. Because those who WERE ONCE the depositaries of Truth became UNFAITHFUL to their sacred trust, THE LORD CHOSE OTHERS...And then these LEADERS, in the BLINDNESS of their minds give full sway to what is supposed to be "RIGHTOUS INDIGNATION!" against the ones who have SET ASIDE CHER-ISHED FABLES. They act like men who have LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 69, 70.

"FALSE TEACHERS...They are to be MET and OPPOSED!" TM 55.

"THE MINNEAPOLIS MEETING...they HATED it the MORE, because it was a TESTIMONY AGAINST THEM...Yet THESE MEN have been holding Positions of Truth, and have been molding the Work after their own similitude, as far as THEY possibly could..."

[And I have often Wondered - what did all those...'s stand for? What ELSE was said RIGHT THERE? TM 79, 80.]

"THOSE WHO HANDLE sacred responsibilities are Ministers of DARKNESS, BLIND Leaders of the BLIND. "CLOUDS they are without water; trees whose fruit withereth, without fruit, TWICE DEAD, plucked up by the roots." TM 81. RH 1:208. 2:423. COR 36. TM 155, 451. Jude 12.

SURE TAKE A NERVE! for some Old Fossil to get up there and try to PLASTER some ETERNAL HOLINESS! on the WHITED WALLS of their BASTILLE! One would think, rather then only seek; "THE GOOD!" he could have enjoyed life much more - CLEANING BARNs! Rather than serve that OLd Jezebel -Laodicea!

(FROOM) "GOD WILL LEAD A...UNITED PEOPLE!

"THERE IS NO OTHER WAY!" LEF-MD 663.

THERE IS ANOTHER WAY! "To those who go OUT to meet the Bridegroom is THIS MESSAGE given!" COL 420. "THERE IS A PEOPLE!" TM 411. "THE HIDDEN ONES WILL BE REVEALED TO VIEW!" T5:81. [And that will just about give the FROOMS - a HEART ARREST!] "HE WILL USE OTHERS!" RH 3:275.
"...the Lord would raise up... He will take His Holy Spirit from the Church, and give it to... who will appreciate it." RH 3:18, 273, 248, 275, 473, 527.

"There is a people who will bear the Ark of God... They will show the people their transgressions, and the House of Jacob their sins... The conflict is to grow fiercer and fiercer. Satan will take the field and personate Christ." TM 411. GC 458-60.

"...will do that very work." RH 2:144. "...unless we arouse, they will go in advance of us." TM 417.

**Prediction Fulfilled Today:**

"But if Church-members do not act the part God has assigned to them, the movement of health reform will go on without them, and it will be seen that God has removed their candlestick out of its place." A CALL TO MEDICAL EVANGELISM 46.

"I saw that the Lord was whetting His sword in heaven to cut them down... He will pass them by, and raise up... "Go to now, ye rich men."... Your means are not needed!" SG 2:226-246, 244.

**False Prophet Froom's:**

**Counter Prediction:** "God will lead a... United People!... There is no other way!" LEF-MD 663.

**There Is Another Way!** In the Order of God—in the Order of Events! In the "shaking" Chapter—T1:179 you see a shaking separation sifting between wise and foolish. But this is exactly what Froom did not want! He wanted a United Church to plunge right straight into the "loud cry!" no preliminaries!

**Laodicea Is An Army!** No army gives the "loud cry!" EW 271 (Look at it! Top of page.) You see a "company!" all that is left of the "people of God!" seen in T1:179. The Rest went back into the midnight darkness of Laodicea. "The numbers of this company had lessened..." And there you see a star (asterisk) pointing to footnote in T1:182. You could not understand this in 1,000 yrs. in T1:271—with the footnotes missing! They go back to Laodicea! "...and they were left behind in darkness!"

Now see bottom of page! EW 271. "loud cry!" To gather in by far the greater number of the 144,000. If we deny one part of the Truth; we deny the other part! If you want the Truth—go with the Truth!
If you MUST have a LIE! Go with FROOM! "Choose ye this Day!" God will NOT ACCEPT a MIXED-UP MULTITUDE to go into the Promised Land. There will be a "PURIFICATION" FIRST! By DEAD BODIES lying around this World! Neither GATHERED nor LAMENTED nor BURIED! IN THE SEALING TIME! As 5 SLAUGHTERING ANGELS follow the SEALING ANGEL - who also carries a "SLAUGHTER WEAPON" in his hand - to use it ON THE SPOT! If he has to - to protect the Sealed Saints.

ALL WHO REMAINED IN THAT CHURCH are SLAUGHTERED! Who refused the invitation with the "PEOPLE OF GOD." LAODICEANS are NOT the "PEOPLE OF GOD!" "A MOVEMENT IS TO COME!!" GC 464. The WISE JOIN that "MOVEMENT-COMPANY-PROCESSION!!" COL 406. While the "CHURCH!!" is SLAUGHTERED! T5:211-2.

URIAH SMITH was a COPY-CAT! He did not ORIGINATE ANYTHING! He COPIED from the WORLDLY (Seminary) ACADEMY he attended for 2 Years before he joined his Sisters in the R&H Offices. He chose to PUSH EGW to one side; to make Room for his beloved SPURGEON! (See what he TOOK OUT of 1884 GC 235 when it came to the "WINE OF BABYLON!" being HELL-TORMENTED THEORIES! See it with your own Eyes-how he fixed up your GC 384 to give you the CHURCHILL CIGAR-SMOKING, HOLY HELL, PORK PRIEST - "I AM SAVED!" SPURGEON!)

He PLAGIARIZED from CATHOLIC CARDINAL GIBBONS, PRESBYTERIAN BISHOP NEWTON, and from BOURDEAU a prolific Writer for the R&H. Made it very easy for URIAH SMITH to PLAGIARIZE! Without giving CREDIT! PRETEND it was his OWN! So he could rake in the ROYALITES. He must have ammassed a FORTUNE!

Like the IRISH fooled the SCOTS with the BAG-PIPES, and they haven't discovered the Joke yet! So Uriah Smith sold the Adventist Church the RUBBISH he put into his Books, and "BIBLE READINGS"-and the Adventists now going ROUND after ROUND-BLAMING EVERY ONE ELSE! but the REAL CULPRIT! FROOM followed URIAH SMITH! Even though he tried to fix up his Books with Scotch Tape and Hay-Wire. AT LEAST 5 to 7 "REVISIONS!!" and another one now AGAIN! Board after Board after Board! Attempt after Attempt was made for some one else to write on D&R, but no successful Fabrication YET! Re-Writing a Book in a DEAD-MAN'S NAME is TWICE as BAD as PLAGIARISM! It is REVERSE PLAGIARISM! It has to be a CRIME! If this ever comes to court, they are going to Answer for much more than they now Anticipate!

(1) They CHANGED the Books! Then they attempted to
(2) LEGALIZE it in 1883. Then they CHANGED THE ORIGINAL
(3) TEXT for PK in 1917; can they BLAME THAT ON HER?
YEARS AGO an Elder holding General Conference Credentials told me that "PROPHETS and KINGS" was CHANGED. But I could not use that information because he was unable to properly DOCUMENT it.

But due to our agitation since we informed the SDA MINISTRY of some of the CHANGES in the Books: a ground Swell of PROTEST gathered Momentum until PART of the VAULTS was opened up to us:

1962 6 Big Books "Review and Herald" ARTICLES.
1974 4 Big Books "Signs of the Times" ARTICLES.
1978 "Australian Record" 200 copies ARTICLES.
1979 "Health Reformer" 300 copies ARTICLES.

[Last 2 from: "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" PO Box 440, Payson, Arizona 85541. Ask for their Catalogue.]

Most Adventists, of course will throw up their hands and say "I cannot READ all those Books! I have too many OTHER things to do!" And so they depend on the URIAH SMITHS and the FROOMS—that led them ASTRAY in the first Case. But they will STILL commit the keeping of their souls to them!

Like a young Catholic Geologist that I tried to interest in the Truth about Hell. And he said: "Oh, I pay the Priest to Study and then tell me!"

"If Nathanael had TRUSTED to the RABBIS for guidance, he would NEVER have found Jesus...While they TRUST to the guidance of HUMAN AUTHORITY (NONE) will come to a SAVING KNOWLEDGE of the Truth. LIKE NATHANAEI, we need to study God's Word FOR OURSELVES...ANGELS from the World of light are near..." DA 140-1. COL 79.

THE PATH.

Ww showed you "THE PATH!" And FEW there be that find it! The MAJORITY will hurry on to follow the CROWD. But if you are not on the BROAD-MINDED WAY; you can have an interesting Time studying the DIFFERENCE between your PK and the ORIGINAL TEST. See how many things were LEFT OUT! and how many things were CHANGED! and then ask yourself - WHY? You could start with PK 87 to 394. COMPARE WITH RH 6:337 to 507.

Then you may find MANY PAGES where there is NO CONNECTION at all. But you may find PK 417 and COMPARE with RH 4:341-2.

Then you may pick up PK 556 - the "SANCTUARY" being "DESOLATE!" and the Book ending with those who will be called: "REPAIRERS OF THE BREACH!" - you may find PK 567 to 626 - you might pick this up in RH 5:326 to 398.
Then you MAY and you MAY NOT be able to pick up anything again until you come to ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING portions of "RESTORATION and REFORM" PK 677-8 and in this Game of HIDE and SEEK—you may have to jump around from RH 4:42 and again to RH 5:387.

No, your eyes are not playing Tricks on you—you are Right, PK 722 to 733; the End of the Book—may match up with going again to RH 6:499 to 501.

Of course the Uriah Smith Gang pulled that same Trick in the FIRST thing that Sr. White wrote in the "PRESENT TRUTH" Series. Put FIRST things LAST, and LAST things FIRST! Chop the FIRST KEY PARAGRAPH right off on the R&H Chopping Block; throw it in the Discard Re-cycling Bin, and finally send it to the DUMP!

Oh, you can PROVE this for yourself as easy as falling off a Log. Of course the ARTHUR WHITE'S tell you right there in RH 1:...the FIRST PART takes up the "PRESENT TRUTH" Series.

ANYWAY in the meantime, for our purpose here, CHECK OUT the FIRST THING you find in "PRESENT TRUTH" p. 21. RH 1: 9. MIDDLETOWN, CONN. AUGUST 1849.

RH 1:9 ARTHUR WHITE tells you the TRUTH—see how they split it right down the MIDDLE! Put the FIRST part LAST and the LAST part FIRST! As they did in PK also. TWISTING everything around! See how they JACK-KNIFED the SEALING around in your EW 36-45.

So Arthur White told the TRUTH but not the WHOLE TRUTH, and NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH! so help me God!

A MAN WAS WATCHING the Antics of a Woman in the House across the Street. He saw the men that would visit her, what Time they came, what Time they left.

This particular Day—the Day of her Murder—he saw the Meter-Reader go into the Basement, read the Meter and came out in the usual period of Time—about 10 minutes around 1 P.M. So he Testified in Court.

HE TOLD THE TRUTH but just like ARTHUR WHITE, not the WHOLE TRUTH! He nicely OMITTED telling the Court (because the Meter-Reader was a personal FRIEND of his!) TO COVER-UP he failed to tell the Court that the Meter-Reader [Who read more than Meters1] CAME BACK! at 4 P.M.—the TIME of the MURDER! And THAT IS WHY the Courts ask you to not only tell the TRUTH! but the WHOLE TRUTH! Which ARTHUR WHITE FAILED TO DO!
THE COVER-UP FOR THE HARLOT OF T8:250.

ARTHUR WHITE told the TRUTH—but not the WHOLE TRUTH. He ADMITTED the FIRST THING written in the "PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES by EGW—was Split in HALF! The LAST part put FIRST—AND THE FIRST part put LAST!

Through the Years he sure must have learned how to HARD-EN HIMSELF, and End up THREATENING us with LAW! If we did not STOP quoting her Writings! They tried that Stunt once before, and it BOOMERANGED! They LOST the Case.

But now they were workinmg themselves up to TRY AGAIN! And just like I warned him: like the Jews that took Christ to LAW! Poor Arthur Boy became involved with his OWN MINISTRY who were FURIOUS because they found they had been BETRAYED: with him the MAIN CULPRIT; that he has been like a Rat with his back to the Wall—CHATTER-ING away, showing his Teeth against FORD—CONTRELL—NUMBERS—COE—HEPPENSTALL—PARR and 1,000 others who want to throw HIM and his GRANDMOTHER OUT!

BECAUSE they MIXED UP the Books so much—their Solution is to THROW THEM OUT! Instead of "STUDYING to show thyself APPROVED unto God!" as those did in EZRA'S DAY:

"This REFORM MOVEMENT...["A MOVEMENT shall COME!"] OC 464] was brought about in a wholly unexpected manner through the DISCOVERY and STUDY of a portion of Holy Scriptures that for MANY YEARS had been STRANGELY MISPLACED AND LOST...Certain of the Priests and Levites UNITED with EZRA in explaining the Principles of the LAW. "They read in the Book in the LAW of God distinctly, and GAVE THE SENSE, and caused them to UNDERSTAND the READING... As the LAW was explained, they were convinced of their GUILT, and they MOURNED because of their TRANSGRESSIONS...GRATEFULLY recounting the BLESSINGS of God...There was great REJOICING, because the Words of the LAW had been READ and UNDERSTOOD...

"The work of RESTORATION and REFORM carried in by the RETURNED EXILES, under the Leadership of ZERUBBABEL, EZRA, and NEHEMIAH, presents a picture of a work of SPIRITUAL RESTORATION that IS to be wrought in the Closing Days of this Earth's History. THE REMNANT...standing before the World as REFORMERS, are to show that the LAW is the FOUNDATION if all enduring Reform...THEY ARE THE REPAIRERS OF THE BRCACH..." PK 392, 662, 677-8. "THE DESPISED REMNANT!" PK 591, 605. T5:475. RH 5:387. Ev. 234. T8:195-6.

WE WILL RESTORE.

What ARTHUR WHITE refused to tell us STRANGELY MIS-PLACED and LOST! -16-
THE LOST PARAGRAPH.

THE KEY TO ALL THE WRITINGS THAT FOLLOW:
THE FIRST THING WRITTEN IN "PRESENT TRUTH" BY EGW:

"The Lord has shown me that it is my duty to relate to you, what He has revealed to me relating to the PRESENT TRUTH, our PRESENT tried, scattered and tempted state, and our Duty in view of the COMING Judgments of God."

[No Wonder it is said she held the first Book of "EARLY WRITINGS" which was supposed to be an ACCURATE reprint from various Pamphlets and Tracts, and said: "What have they done to my Book!"]

URIAH SMITH who did not like the "SEALING" being in the FUTURE "...the COMING JUDGMENTS of God!" and wanted it: "NOW!" in 1849 because she said "NOW!"

But as Satan in Heaven tried to bring Christ DOWN to his LEVEL, and wanted to be "EQUAL!" with Christ [as you can find some to this Day.]

"He made sacrifices that will NEVER be required of man, as man can NEVER ATTAIN to His CHARACTER...He thought it not robbery to be EQUAL with God...Two witnesses [Grother and Wright] were at last found...ONE of them, a CORRUPT man who had sold his Honor for a sum of money, spoke of Christ as on a LEVEL with himself...A MERE MAN, as they ASSUMED Him to be..." SOP 3:78, 118-9. 1878.

THE ARTICLES.

When reading the ARTICLES listed on p. 14 of this Paper REMEMBER that URIAH SMITH was the "EDITOR" of some, and JAMES WHITE of others. You can find some of this Information in SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA COMMENTARY VOL. 10. You will find this Information by looking up the NAMES of the MEN, and also see the PUBLICATIONS. Where JAMES WHITE was EDITOR, you WILL NOT find Christ had a SINFUL Nature, but where URIAH SMITH was EDITOR—you will.

The "INCARNATION: Books are SOP 2 and 3. You will THRILL as you read them: sometimes it takes a WHOLE PAGE or more—to explain it. SOP 2:9, 61, 67, 90-6, 102. [Here the BEAST makes MAN (MARY) EQUAL with Christ!]

114 [Here the JEWS declared Him to be no other than a COMMON MAN!] Throughout these Books He DEMANDED a recognition of His DIVINITY!

Forgetting, perhaps that she also said: "NOW!" when speaking of the Destruction of Jerusalem—FIRST Chapter of GC, and is why he CHANGED THAT! She also said: "NOW!" when writing of AFTER the 1,000 Years, and used the Term: "NOW!" because she wrote as a PROPHET who saw it "NOW!"
HIS DIVINITY!

Their UNBELIEF bred MALICE...WRATH and HATRED...the UNBELIEVING, INFURIATED JEWS!!" Now they had a Chain of EVENTS that PROVED His DIVINITY! First they tried to cast Him over a Cliff, but He VANISHED before their very eyes. Then He CLEANSED the TEMPLE. "A panic of FEAR swept over the Multitude who felt the over-shadowing of Christ's DIVINITY. Cries of TERROR escaped from HUNDREDS of BLANCHED LIPS..." [I like that!] SOP 2:114-123. [This is a Lesson for this Time!]

SOP 2:133, 145, 147, 149, 150, 154, 158, 164-172, 229, 230, 396.


We see NOTHING here about any "SINFUL" Human Nature! That was largely if not exclusively in Publications EDITED by URIAH SMITH!

Elder Uriah Smith QUESTIONED the propriety of bringing the Testimonies before the Church AT ALL!...And there are others EQUALLY BLINDED, who will follow in this Path. In rejecting these Testimonies, Elder Smith, you have virtually rejected ALL THE TESTIMONIES." p.15. "ARE SDA'S DOING GOD'S WILL?" by Elder W.L.Brisbin. To B.C.C. 1882. Magen 460. TM 291, 342. T5:678, 693.

ALBERT H. OLESEN.

"THINK STRAIGHT ABOUT THE INCARNATION!!" This is TALMUDISM come into the Church. Some are spending money for that which is not Bread. This is by an Old Man who thinks TEMPTATION revolves around SEX.? And he tries to make a Case of His "DIVINITY" was something APART from His "HUMANITY." Sort of a Dr. Jekyl and MR. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson, a DUAL NATURE. One half does not know what the other half is up to. Over which great Court Cases have been fought.

URIAH SMITH was NOT the EDITOR of "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES" but M. C. WILCOX and A. O. TAIT when the INCARNATION 1899-1915 "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" Book 4 was written another INCARNATION Book.

ST 4:9, 10, 17-20, 25, 27, 32, 34.

"HE ASSUMED HUMAN NATURE...OUR NATURE...NATURE OF THE FALLEN RACE...DIVINE-HUMAN NATURE." And HUNDREDS of TIMES! We are to be: "PARTAKERS OF HIS DIVINE NATURE!!" How can we manage that unless He HAD ONE! Yet the clattering of human-lips goes on! We are "EQUAL" to Christ - well then - we are RIGHT BACK with the common Churches! Jews and Mohammedans! We need something BETTER!

-18-
NATURES DID NOT BLEND? OLESEN JENKINS?

"In Him DIVINITY and HUMANITY were UNITED!" ST 4:383. "We cannot come in touch with DIVINITY without coming in touch with HUMANITY; for in Him who sits upon the Throne of the Universe, DIVINITY and HUMANITY are COMBINED!" ST 4:469. "He has UNITED DIVINITY with HUMANITY!" ST 4:482.

WE GUARANTEE YOU! We can find ONE DOZEN, TWO DOZEN—such Statements! What we are running in Today: people who have NOT STUDIED! But merely ECHO one another, and especially, they think when they read URIAH SMITH; they IMAGINE they are reading ELLEN WHITE! He was the HIGH-PRIEST CAIAPHAS that led the Pack in 1888.

With WEE WILLIE WHITE right at his Heels!

And JONES and WAGGONER came over after 1888!

Now we go on in "INCARNATION" References


No one will EVER Fool you again, after reading and MARKING these Pages! And now to expose some more HOODWINKING! You remember some confusing Statements about the CHURCH MILITANT might BECOME the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT? That is a CONTRADICTION of TERMS! If it is the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT it is the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT! No JIGGLING with GRAMMAR NEEDED! But here it is - IN CONTEXT!

"Christians are engaged in a WARFARE. The CHURCH MILITANT IS NOT the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT. The followers of Christ, marching toward Zion, must FIGHT at every STEP!" ST 4:293. June 10, 1903.

SO THE KEY IS TO FIGHT EVERY STEP! STEPS TO CHRIST! AND ONLY THOSE WHO: (QUALIFIED! POINTED!) "CONTINUING TO RESIST the Enemy, we shall constantly gain strength, and finally become the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" ST 4:293. 1903.

See the full Picture - T8:41-2. 1904. ENTIRE SDA CHURCHES go over to the ENEMY SIDE. ENTIRE "TRIBES" come in from the ENEMY, and UNITE with WHO? With those who are: "LED...on STEP by STEP, CONQUERING and to CONQUER." And they neither let go "THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD" nor the "FAITH OF JESUS!" and these are "GLORIOUSLY TRIUMPHANT!" T8:41.

(READ ON!) NO SEAL WAS BROKEN OPEN BEFORE THE JUDGMENT SAT IN 1844! THIS FIRST SEAL IS REV. 6:1, 2.
STEP ONE: THE 11th Hour men go and work, "ONE HOUR!"
STEP TWO: That brings us to MIDNIGHT! The WISE JOIN!
STEP THREE: These UNITED! Give the LOUD CRY!

ALL THREE TOGETHER! Make the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" Adventists can drop Standard after Standard, but the "DESPISED REMNANT!" will go through. 144,000 who are called: "PHILADELPHIANS!" in 200 References.


"The Time is coming when we shall be SEPARATED and SCATTERED, and each ONE of us will have to stand WITHOUT the privilege of COMMUNION with those of like precious Faith!" CWE 42. R&H. March 25, 1890. RH 3:379. T5:463.

URIAH SMITH - FROOM.

LIARS and TRYANTS can use a very PERSUASIVE ARGUMENT! FIRE one here, another there, so the REST will FEAR and HEW THEIR LINE! It is the Kiss of Death!

Would one of them be MAN ENOUGH! To stand at DALLAS 1980 or GLACIER VIEW and say:

"I stand on a Point of ORDER! The President of the Conference is to be only a CHAIRMAN; not a MANIPULATOR to STRONG-ARM the Meeting!"

"We have here a CLEAR MAJORITY, who want the GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION mentioned, and the Most Holy "PLACE!" That is CLEARLY the consensus of Opinion as expressed here! ELLEN WHITE SAYS: "NEVER should the mind of ONE MAN or the minds of a FEW MEN be regarded as sufficent to CONTROL the work and to say what PLANS should be followed...CONTRARY to the decision of the GENERAL BODY...I could no longer regard the VICE of the GENERAL CONFERENCE, REPRESENTED by these FEW MEN, as the VOICE OF GOD!" T9:260-1. 1909.

"If we proceed CONTRARY to his Instruction, we are OUT OF ORDER!" Although this Testimony in T9:260 and also T3:492-506 is concerned PRIMARILY if nor EXCLUSELY with "PLANS!" and not "DOCTRINE!" still if we continue as we are Headed; we are "OUT OF ORDER! By all RULES of calling for an EXPRESSION or VOTE!"

But they did not have
A Man in Israel! "I sought for a MAN, and found NONE!"

tried to meet the FORD-BRINSMEAD-DURST-HEPPENSTALL Confederacy half-way; by taking the "PLACE" of His "SANCTUARY" and doing as the "LITTLE HORN" of Daniel 8:9-13 is DESTINED to do. The "LITTLE HORN" of Daniel 7:8 "THRONES" are "CAST DOWN" in 1844, as the Investigative "JUDGMENT" did Sit; after which the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST" takes over, and shall also "THINK" to "MAGNIFY HIMSELF" to "WAX GREAT" and CHANGE the Doctrine by Casting the "PLACE" OF HIS "SANCTUARY" to the "GROUND" and "STAMPED UPON THEM!" Daniel 8:9-13.

And WATCH the "DESOLATIONS" now follow! Daniel 8:13, 9:18.

---

THE MAJORITY.

"I saw one after another LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and JOIN those before the Throne, and they AT ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan!" 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 55-6.

For Time and for Eternity. See the Angels '"LEAVE!'" those who reject, or even are only "INDIFFERENT!" to the Straight Testimony to the LAODICEANS, and they are then "LEFT!'" "THE ANGELS LEFT those who made NO EFFORT!'" T1:181. So this brings about a "SHAKING-SEPARATION" between"WISE" and "FOOLISH."

THIS SHAKING CHAPTER STARTS OUT WITH: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" T1:179, and it CONTINUES to be concerned first of all with "GOD'S PEOPLE" T1:181-"GOD'S PEOPLE" PRIMARILY, and "LAODICEANS" SECONDARILY!

So we want to Watch this: "COMPANY!" as we follow the STAR (ASTERISK) to the FOOTNOTES T1:182, and see clearly it is the "LAODICEANS" who are the LARGEST and most INFLUENTIAL GROUP: as the RECKLESS-CARELESS-INDIFFERENT ones, of the "PEOPLE OF GOD" Obey the 1960 HUDSON AWAKENING, and GO BACK! to DRUGS-WAR-CIVIL DEFENSE-OPERATION WHITE-COAT-AMA-FDA: thousands upon thousands who swore they would NEVER go back, and were the FIRST to do so when the HUDSON AWAKENING handed them: "I AM SINELESS-SAVED-HOLY!" 1905 JONES - 2 years after he signed over to "LIVING TEMPLE" in the ALPHA APOSTASY in 1903.

But they COULDN'T CARE LESS! "CARELESS and INDIFFERENT!" "God leads His people on, STEP by STEP...TESTED and PROVED a length of Time to see if...any will not be PURIFIED through obeying the Truth, and OVERCOME their SELFISHNESS, their PRIDE, and EVIL PASSIONS, the Angels of God have the charge: (LOVE them as long as Time shall Last? The CRAZY HEPPENSTALL "LOVE UNLIMITED!" BABYLON DOGMA?)
[This is the SEALING! for Time and for Eternity!]

(A) There was WAR! in Heaven, and Satan and his Angels were cast OUT! And so THIS is a WAR! on Earth. It is the LAST BATTLE. No ARMAGEDDON, no 7 LAST PLAGUES, no LOUD CRY, and it is all over!

(B) WRIGHT had 100% POSSESSION. You come to his Meetings, from both you and your Son were "POSSESSED BY THE DEVIL!" from Birth. If you don't believe that-look up the Jewish TALMUD! it's right in there! or try WAGGONER; his Religion was 100% JEWISH TALMUD!

(C) But now, if you come to the "SECRET" Magical Formula, found ONLY at the FRED WRIGHT MEETINGS; (also in the Paper-Dollie Ward), if you hit the FTW TRANSMISSION BELT: you come out 100% POSSESSED by the Lord! He used that Term-100%! But here we find the TRUTH! in the "SHAKING" Chapter. TOO MANY CHANGES in EW; we go to T1:179.

(D) Here we see a Panoramic View in TECHNI-COLOR. NOT A WORD! about any "LAODICEANS!!" Satan is not concerned about any SLEEPING Preachers PREACHING to a SLEEPING PEOPLE! T2:337, 439. T3:254, 473. T5:234, 454, 457, 709. And if they SLEEP ON! they will SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH! T1:263, 466. T8:37, 160, 252, 504. TM 182. T6:166. T9:40. TM 443. RH 3:343. A4:497. No! Satan is NOT worried about them! He is worried about the "PEOPLE of GOD!" T1:179. The "PROCESSION!!" of COL 406. Also called: "COMPANY!!"

(E) See the GREATEST BATTLE ever staged on Earth! Because it is the SEALING! And the ANGELS are WHIRLING around in a WARFARE ON EARTH! But it does not END as the one did in Heaven; the Evil Angels cast OUT! No! Here the Holy Angels are OUT! They WITHDRAW! and LEAVE THEM! "To the DECEPTIONS that they LOVE!" Those who followed the 1846 AWAKENING, and made: "NO EFFORT!!" "The Angels of God LEFT these...the Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT!" T1:181.

(F) Now to complete the last Reference on p.21: "LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CON... TuR of evil angels." T1:187.

(G) For 40 years we have been studying to Understand just what that MEANS! And we have a BATTERY of TEXTS to support it. 1884 QC 336, 426, 432, 441. GC 614. (DEATH!!) T5:211-2. EW 44. T1: 204, 299, 345, 238, 214. SG 3:26. 4:29, 55, 149. SM 2:66. SG 2:224, 201. T1:100.

(H) NO FLOOD! 7 days BEFORE! the DOOR WAS CLOSED! Satan is using his Agents to YATTER away about some "SHUT DOOR!!" in 1844 - to take their EYES and ATTENTION AWAY: from this "SHUT DOOR!!" SHUT on the very FOOLISH VIRGINS! Who are "SAVED!!" without the "CURSE" of "WORKS!!"
WE HAD ALL THIS "LIGHT"—but by listening to FROOM-WAGGONER-JONES-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-WRONG "Like the Foolish Virgins... BASE PASSIONS defile the mind and corrupt the soul... NOW, while PROBATION LINGERS, while mercy's voice is still heard, is the TIME for us to put away our Sins. While MORAL DARKNESS covers the Earth... THEY believe in the WRATH of God, but put forth NO EFFORTS to obtain it... they know the RIGHT, but have no RELISH for it... THE PROFESSED PEOPLE OF GOD have compromised with the power of DARKNESS. There must be a REVIVAL of the STRAIT TESTIMONY!!" T5:220-2.

"THE CRISIS... THE LITTLE COMPANY who are standing in the LIGHT will be SIGHING and CRYING for the ABOMINATIONS... THE CHURCH because its Members are doing after the manner of the World... this FAITHFUL FEW... While OTHERS try to throw a CLOAK over the existing EVIL, and EXCUSE... DEEP TION of almost EVERY KIND are in the Church... The Class who do not feel GRIEVED... will be LEFT without the SEAL of God. The Lord commissions His Messengers, the men with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS in their hands:

[Now do you see WHY the AGENTS OF THE DEVIL have come up in Campmeetings clear across the Country 1979-1981—"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!!" HEUBACH of WALLA WALLA, LWEIS of KEENE COLLEGE, TEXAS. MAXWELL of LLU. FRED WRIGHT of HUDSON'S AWAKENING. MIKE CLUTE wrote the History of it in a 99¢ Book! To try to STOP the REALITY of THIS;]

"Go ye AFTER him through the City, and SMITE: let not your eye spare, neither have ye any pity: SLAY UTTERLY old and young... BUT COME NOT NEAR ANY MAN upon whom is the MARK; and BEGIN at My Sanctuaury. Then they BEGAN at the Ancient men which were BEFORE the House."

HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH, the Lord's SANCTUARY, was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of God... (LOVE UNLIMITED!) He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT! Thus PEACE and SAFETY: is the cry from... THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK... ALL PERISH TOGETHER...

"Those who have been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS... [PARR-EVA-COE-DURST-BRINSMEAD-COTTRELL-HEPPENSTALL-FORD] "prove to be RINGLEADERS...

[We always thought a "RINGLEADER" was the Master of Ceremonies in a Circus, that put the Horses and Clowns through their Paces—but NO! The meaning is much more THREATENING than THAT! WEBSTER says a "RINGLEADER!!" leads a RIOT in VIOLATION of LAW!! This LAWLESS CULT now coming on the Scene, they want "NOLAW!" "NO OBEDIENCE!" NO "MORAL BEHAVIORISM!!" I believe they have PASSED the BOUNDARY OF HOPE!!]
BECAUSE IT SAYS RIGHT HERE!

"Thus "Peace and Safety" is the cry from men WHO WILL NEVER AGAIN lift up their voice like a Trumpet to show God's people their transgressions and the House of Jacob their SINS. THESE DUMB DOGS that would not Bark are the ones who feel THE JUST VENGEANCE of an offended God... all perish together." T5:211.

If they WILL never again, because they CAN never again, show My people their SINS and TRANSGRESSIONS it is:
(A) Because they are SEALED! (On the wrong Side!)
(B) Because the CONDITION of the SEALING is:

CRY ALOUD AND SPARE NOT!

"Those who have EXCUSED these WRONGS have been thought by the people to be very AMIABLE and LOVELY in DISPOSITION, simply because they SHUNNED to discharge a plain Scriptural duty. The task was not agreeable to their FEELINGS - therefore they AVOIDED IT.

"THE SPIRIT OF HATRED...because the WRONGS among God's people have been REPROVED has brought BLINDNESS and a fearful DECEPTION upon their own souls, making it IMPOSSIBLE for them to DISCRIMINATE between RIGHT and WRONG. They have put out their own spiritual EYE-SIGHT...The TRUE "PEOPLE OF GOD" (T1:179)...Especially in the CLOSING work for the Church, in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000 who are...set a MARK upon the FOREHEADS of the men that SIGH and that CRY for ALL (not SOME but ALL!) (ALL the ABOMINATIONS)...Is it those who...SYMPATHIZE with those who commit WRONG? No, indeed! Unless they REPENT, and leave the work of Satan...they will NEVER receive the MARK of God's SEALING APPROVAL. They will FALL in the general DESTRUCTION of the Wicked...MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE: Those who receive the PURE MARK of TRUTH...are those "that SIGH and that CRY for ALL the ABOMINATIONS IN THE CHURCH"...But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary..."T3:266-7.

"THE TRUTH will TRIUMPH GLORIOUSLY. In the closing work of God in the Earth (See the DASTARDLY "MAY"s added here! RH 6:34, 382. Nov. 20, 1913.) in the Hour of greatest peril the God of Elijah will raise up human instrumentalities to bear a MESSAGE that will not be SILENCED! (They silenced many Messages! but not this one!) WILL NOT BE SILENCED!
...the voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE! (FROTH'S UNPARDONABLE SIN!) DENOUNCE the UNION of the CHURCH with the WORLD!...
"For the Hour of His Judgment is come!" PK 186-7. RH 6: 34, 382. Nov. 20, 1915.

-24-
1960 to 1980.

PAXTON in his Book reviewed the History of Adventism by Periods of Years. How they SLOWLY changed their Religion. He rejoiced because they were coming over to his Religion - over to BABYLON.

We do not agree with his Conclusions, that is to say, Like FROOM wrote of their "ADVANCE!" It was NO ADVANCE! It was a RETREAT! And the Prophet foresaw every Bit of it.

STEPS.

In this: "FORWARD MARCH to the Rear!" let us see some of the many things PREDICTED! As we see the Development of the AWAKENING-1960 to 1980, and where are they headed for now? Those who supported them THEN-what do they see NOW? They STUBBORNLY "FORGAVE" them Step by Step; are they aware Today, of the LATEST STEPS, and do they still March with them? Or should they bring a TRESPASS OFFERING? Hoping the Lord will accept it!

CONSIDER THESE TRUTHS.

Those who know us; are aware that we have been given MUCH LIGHT. First time in History. As one Example: Tell us WHY the Lord wrote ENTIRE BOOKS? Where the NAME of: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" does not appear. QC PK DA COIL AA PP MB SC and I do not know how many more! So by what RIGHT does your Minister SUPER-IMPOSE the NAME of: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" when something GOOD is said about: "THE CHURCH!" but passes casually OVER it when something BAD is said about: "THE CHURCH!"

Like the UNCLEAN BIRDS of the APOCALYPSE, why does he PICK and CHOOSE a Morsel here, and a Morsel there, why not: "EAT YE ALL OF IT!"

EAT THIS:

"The men who are capable of the WORST CRIMES are those who have ONCE been convicted by the Spirit of Truth, and have turned AWAY from the LIGHT into the DARKNESS of INIQUITY." SOP 3:135. (So if LAODICEA is in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS is that anything to BOAST ABOUT? COIL 406, 414.)

"These men, who PROFESSED to be the EXPONDERS of PROPHECY, were themselves repeating the VERY WORDS which Inspiration had foretold...yet, in their BLINDNESS, they did not perceive that they were FILFILLING PROPHECY!" SOP 3:156

"But they had INTERPRETED those predictions to meet their own PERVERTED ideas and AMBITIOUS ASPIRATIONS." SOP 3:210.

READ THIS LIKE YOU WOULD A THUNDERBOLT!

"And there are not wanting persons of intelligence who will GREEDILY SWALLOW the most
"RIDICULOUS FALSEHOODS, because they accord with the Sentiments of their Hearts. This reveals the SAD FACT that GOD HAS GIVEN THEM UP." SOP 3:225.

"Their ideas of Messiah and his mission had been so CONFUSED by the FALSE TEACHINGS of the PRIESTS that it was necessary for them to UNLEARN what had been taught them...." SOP 3:235.

"But now TIME is almost FINISHED, and what we have been YEARS LEARNING, they will have to learn IN A FEW MONTHS! They will also have much to UNLEARN and much to LEARN AGAIN." EW 67, 63. T6:133.

There is another CHILLING STATEMENT that those taking up with such TWISTINGS and WINDINGS as the self-confessed "AWAKENING" would FORGET what they once KNEW! Have you SEEN it? We have.

FOR FROOM and HMSR.

"FAITH must UNITE with their WORKS...those who claim that their FAITH ALONE will save them, are trusting to a ROPE OF SAND!" SOP 3:331.

"...and it shall come to pass that in the place where it was said unto them, Ye are NOT My people, there it shall be said unto them, Ye are the sons of the LIVING GOD!" SOP 3:356.

You do not like this? Oh, we think this is GREAT! We will soon leave the PHARISEES to themselves!

"Paul...shook his raiment, and said unto them, Your BLOOD be upon your own heads; I am clean; from henceforth I will go unto the Gentiles." SOP 3:410.

R&H ARTICLES – BOOK 6:

"Of the REBUKE that is LOVE, of the BLOW that WOUNDS to HEAL, of the WARNING that speaks HOPE, they have need to Learn." RH 6:265. July 25, 1912.

FAITH without WORKS is DEAD." It is of like character with the FAITH possessed by the EVIL ANGELS, for they "believe and tremble." RH 6:321.

THE TEST:

"To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY: if they speak not according to this Word, it is because there is NO LIGHT in them." John declares, "He that saith, I know Him, and keepeth not His Commandments, is a LIAR, and the TRUTH is not in him." RH 6:329. May 8, 1913.

"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY?"

Now we come to the Experience of ELIJAH, and the Last Message is to be an Elijah Message. This is called "THE TEST BY FIRE."
We turned to a Reference we wanted to bring in here, and we went BACK to see in what SETTING or CONTEXT the Prophet put it. And as we went BACK, we continued to go BACK, as we saw how it fits in Today. So now we are going AHEAD in its ORDER. We have never yet heard these: "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" JEWISH TALMUDISTS ["EVERYMAN'S TALMUD" p. 54-7, 74.] never heard them even TRY to explain (if God is not MEAN enough to Destroy, but lets SATAN do it: we do not grasp how they can RATIONALIZE that He keeps such a MAD DOG around with RABBIS sic him on-twiddle his thumbs, and PRETEND he does not know what is going on! How does this get him off the Hook? But how do they try to "EXPLAIN" how God ORDERED His people to DESTROY? It is evident these people might convince some from the "PAPER DOLLIE WARD" but not RATIONAL people - NEVER!

I suppose ELIJAH should have let Ahab-Jezabel, and their FORNICATION-DRUNKEN-MURDERING "PRIESTS of the Grove" and of 'BAAL!!' live on? And kill EVERY LAST one of God's people? CLEAN Animals are allowed to LIVE on the FARM because they only eat Grass. But KILLER Animals: the UNCLEAN, such as WOLVES and BEARS, must be SHOT.

"THEY REFUSE TO REPENT...They would STILL REMAIN the Prophets of BAAL. Thus they show themselves RIPE for DESTRUCTION. That repentant Israel may be PROTECTED...ELIJAH IS DIRECTED BY THE LORD to DESTROY these False Teachers...LET NOT ONE of them escape!" RH 6:362. Sept. 25, 1913.

"BAAL!

"The APOSTASY prevailing today is similar to that which in the Prophet's day over-spread Israel...in the PRAISE of POPULAR LEADERS...in the placing of the Teachings of SCIENCE above the Truths of Revelation, MULTITUDES today are following BAAL...THE LAW OF GOD...is declared to be of NO EFFECT!" RH 6:371. Oct. 23, 1913.

KNOW WHAT WE ARE COMING TO? ISRAEL fell for BAAL, and so has the AWAKENING that follows BRINSMED, who has 2 BAAL-PROESTS at his right hand, bringing this people BACK to BAAL-WORSHIP and they KNOW IT NOT! Let's see a bit more:

THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF Ahab.

"John laid the ax at the Root of the Tree. He REPROVED sin FEARLESS of CONSEQUENCES, and PREPARED the way for the Lamb of God...I was pointed down to the LAST DAYS, and saw that John was to REPRESENT those who should go forth in the SPIRIT and POWER of ELIJAH, to herald the Day of WRATH and the Second Advent of Christ." SG 1:30-1.

"...and FEARLESSLY declare that those who embrace but a PART of the Truths connected with
"THE THIRD MESSAGE must daily embrace the first, second and third MESSAGES as God has given them, or have NO PART nor LOT in the matter." SG 1:75. EW 188, 261.

"It has ever been the design of Satan...TO DESTROY INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTABILITY...The people were ENTIRELY DECEIVED. They were taught that the POPES and PRIESTS were Christ's representatives, when in fact they were the representatives of SATAN...and when they bowed to SATAN...THE BIBLE...the Priests considered it DANGEROUS to let them have the Word of God to read FOR THEMSELVES, lest they become ENLIGHTENED, and THEIR sins be EXPOSED. The people were taught to look to these DECEIVERS, and receive EVERY WORD from them, as from the Mouth of God!" SG 1:108.

YAHWEH EMMANUEL MOVEMENT.

40 Years of FROOM developed the PSYCHOLOGY; if you can't WIN them, JOIN them! As the CATHOLICS did to build the BIG CHURCH.

And so they stand Side by Side with CATHOLICS-in EVERY WAR! in POISON DRUGS-in PSYCHOLOGY—even into HYPNOSIS and HYPNODONTISTRY—in BLOOD-TRANSFUSIONS in SALK VACCINE, NONE OF WHICH IS NECESSARY!

JONES-DANIELLS STARTED THAT! and FROOM PERPETUATED IT!

ROY A. ANDERSON wrote a Book, and TWISTED Facts into a PRETZEL! that EGW said: the BLOOD THIRSTY GANG, the RED BOLSHEVIKS running TEL AVIV, would WIN! EGW said so!

"ALL EYES ON ISRAEL" $2.95 HARVEST PRESS, PO Box 3535, Fort Worth Tx. 76105.

See what she said: RH 3:336, 365-6, 632-3. Dec. 13, 1898. DA 628. The ONLY Church in the World! that was told the JEWS are COMING DOWN! and the MERCIFUL MESSAGE is, to tell them to GET OUT OF THERES as they will be ATOMIZED! and this in the SEALING GATHERING TIME! EW 75.

But the cold-blooded MURDERERS would ENCOURAGE them to REMAIN in that "BORN TO RAISE HELL" HOLE.

And so also, the TALMUDISTS can be RECOGNIZED, that are taking over this Church by lending the YAWVISI CULT some RECOGNITION and HONOR!

"The Lord said to ELIJAH...AHAZIAH...followed after BAAL...THOUSANDS are worshipping at SATAN'S SHRINE...SCIENCE...the god of EKRON...SATANIC WITCHERY...more pleasing FORMS of SPIRITISM, such as the (YAHWEH!) EMMANUEL MOVEMENT. (See your LIBRARY! YAHVISISM! "EMMANUEL MOVEMENT!!")

...and other ORIENTAL RELIGIONS...MAGNETISM, the so-called "SYMPATHETIC REMEDIES"...who go to these HEALERS...CLAIRVOYANT or MAGNETIC HEALER...
"...and she trusts her dear one to his charge, placing it as verily in the hand of SATAN as if he were standing by her side. In many instances the future life of the child is controlled by a SATANIC POWER...to ask help of the WORST ENEMY of His people...POWERS OF DARKNESS. If God's WRATH was kindled by AHAZIAH'S ACT, how does He regard those who, HAVING STILL GREATER LIGHT, CHOOSE to follow a similar course?...the SORCERY of SATAN!" RH 6:397-8. Jan. 15, 1914. PK 209-210. SOP 3:424-7. Ev. 606.

When the Chief of the SACRED NAME CULT went on a Quest to find the ORIGINS of the SACRED NAME he found a JEW! So we are now going BACK! to those who HATE the Blessed Name of Jesus! Did the YAVIST JEWS get the POWER? Or was it those who BELIEVED in the: "FRIEND at the THRONE of God, and were eager to prefer their requests to the Father in the NAME of JESUS." SOP 3:258. "Neither is there SALVATION in any other...none other NAME under Heaven!" EW 194. "NOTHING fell so harshly on their ears as the NAME of JESUS...they stopped their ears lest they should be convinced...These LYING ANGELS make the Apostles to CORRUPT their own Teachings and declare them to be ADULTERATED...DOUBT the divine origin of the Bible." EW 208-9, 264.

And so they have to write their own Bible!

If you look up: "TETRAGRAMMATON in the LARGE LIBRARY we looked it up in the LARGEST LIBRARIES on this Pacific Coast SEATTLE, WASHINGTON and VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA: where we found the YAHVIST CULT threatened to take over the whole Church with DRUNKENNESS, FORNICATION, DEBAUCHERY, and the Prophets of God DROVE THEM OUT!

They were a sort of a "HIPPIE" bunch that went by their own VIBRATIONS!" And it seems NOTHING MATTERS what they do YAHWEH is the "I AM SAVED!" SEAL!

So although some of them MOUTH that they "BELIEVE!" the SOP; they COULDN'T CARE LESS! about Most Holy PLACE!" or other contemporary Issues: the EMMANUEL MOVEMENT NAME of White-Wash a Girl who has an unexpected Birth—why it is GOD with (us) a MIRACULOUS BIRTH to a VIRGIN! HENCE— the EMMANUEL MOVEMENT!

Catalogued by ELLEN WHITE as SPIRITISM!

But the Adventists toss them a Bone in their COMMENTARIES!" They might get a $ from one of them in the Collection Plate. If they REALLY BELIEVED in YAHWEH why they do not use it ALL THE TIME? This really PROVES one thing; every one of them is a HYPOCRITE! "When the TESTING TIME shall come, those who have made God's Word their rule of life will be revealed... -29-
"In SUMMER there is no noticeable DIFFERENCE (COL 408) between EVERGREENS and other Trees; but when the blasts of WINTER come, the EVERGREENS remain UNCHANGED, while other Trees are STRIPPED of their foliage. So the FALSE-HEARTED PROFESSOR may not now be distinguished from the REAL CHRISTIAN, but the Time is just upon us when the DIFFERENCE will be APPARENT. Let OPPOSITION arise, let BIGOTRY and INTEGRITY again bear sway, let PERSECUTION be kindled, and the HALF-HEARTED and HYPOCRITICAL will WAVE and YIELD the Faith; but the TRUE CHRISTIAN will stand FIRM AS A ROCK, his faith STRONGER, his hopes BRIGHTER, than in the Days of PROSPERITY.


PHILADELPHIA.

If we Review what we have brought out here clearly: it has been the Characteristic of FALSE and DANGEROUS PROPHETS with their SMOOTH and "PEACE and SAFETY" Messages, to lead the Flock astray. And when one with Vision to see the Future WARNS them of their Course, they Preach their RABBLE-ROUSING SERMONS, and try to make it appear that God's Servants CAUSE ALL THE TROUBLE. In most Cases it takes the "JUDGMENTS OF GOD!" to put them in their Place. Which often is the GRAVE!

This has come in the Past, and it is due to come very soon again. We believe if we WAIT for the Preacher to read the following: we would WAIT a LONG, LONG TIME! But the Preaching of "by Faith ALONE!" "no further EFFORT!" "the CURSE of WORKS!" "CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE is IMPOSSIBLE!" "no MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" has left its DEATH TAINT in the Air, and will finally End the Way the Prophet SAID it would END!

BALLAAM, in the form of BRINSMEAD, will ride again! BALLAAM and BRINSMEAD "loved the WAGES of UNRIGHTEOUSNESS!!" PP 439. His LOVE of HONOR and POWER will lead him to Preach ANYTHING. A New LOW, the LOWEST LOW was seen in (VERDICT) "SABBATARIANISM (and PORK!) REEXAMINED!!" June 1981.

BALLAAM BRINSMEAD went to "the High Places of BAAL." PP 444. "the licentious worship of BAAL." PP 449. ST 1:197 to 204. SOP 1:323. "and ASHTAROTH (EASTER-SUNDAY)" PP 451. BALLAAM and JUDAS fell because they BOTH wanted and set their Hearts on an EARTHLY "WORLDLY KINGDOM!!" "The FAILURE of his HOPES drove him...to RUIN!!" PP 452.
BALAAM unconsciously became DEMORALIZED by free association with "HEATHEN RITES and CUSTOMS (EASTER and XMASS)...in the SNARE of SATAN. Beguiled with MUSIC and DANCING and ALLURED by the beauty of heathen vestals...PASSION had full sway...overcome by the wiles of heathen WOMEN...The RULERS and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST to TRANSGRESS..."PP 454. But there is always a Price to pay. "A terrible PESTILENCE broke out..." PP 455.

"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY?" HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET?

"The Amalekites...the Midianites..." the COMMAND of God to MOSES...ONE THOUSAND MEN were CHOSEN from each of the Tribes, and sent out under the leadership of PHINEHAS...And they slew the Kings of Midian: BALAAM (also) THE WOMEN (also)...as the MOST GUILTY and MOST DANGEROUS of the foes of Israel..."Now all these things happened unto them for ENSAMPLES; and they were written for our admonition upon whom the ENDS of the World are come. Wherefore let him that THINKETH he standeth, take heed lest he fall."...AS WE APPROACH THE CLOSE OF TIME!" (Read on!) PP 456-7.

READ THIS!


FOLLOW THE BALAAM-WAGGONER FORNICATORS-find that word and mark EVERY PAGE! TM 426 to 444. Where you come to:

"BE YE CLEAN!"

"Those that OVERCOME be World, the Flesh, and the Devil, will be the FAVORED ONES who shall receive the SEAL of the LIVING GOD...Those who are PLANNING sin and ACTING it will be PASSED BY...and be LEFT in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS. The bottles of God's WRATH cannot be poured out to DESTROY the WICKED and their WORKS until ALL the PEOPLE of GOD have been JUDGED, and the cases of the LIVING as well as the DEAD are decided...THE INDELIBLE MARK of God is upon them...


Their DESTINATION is inscribed "GOD, NEW JERUSALEM."...GOD HAS SHOWN ME that at the very Time that the SIGNS OF THE TIMES are being fulfilled around us, when we hear, as it were, the tread of the Hosts of Heaven fulfilling their mission, MEN OF INTELLIGENCE, men in responsible positions, will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER BUILDING; material which is consumable in the Day of God, and which will decide them to be UNFIT to enter the Mansions above. THEY have refused to let go the FILTHY GARMENTS, THEY have CLUNG to them...
"as if they were of PRECIOUS VALUE, THEY will lose Heaven, and an Eternity of Bliss, on account of them...Am I a SPECTACLE to the World or MORAL LOOSENESS?" TM 446-7.

The above shows which "CHURCH" goes through, and WHY "MEN IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS" will be LOST! The Cult of the Damned! Because they are "SAVED!" without WORKS or EFFORT or LAW or GRACE (Q. 596) and POWER to OVERCOME! (CABBLING), the SAME as the (BAAL PRIESTS), that ELIJAH knew how to take care of, even if there was 850 of them against ONE!! "ONE WITH GOD IS A MAJORITY!!"

THE TIC TAC TOE RELIGION.

The devious mind of FROOM might have won the applause of the PHARISEES in the Days of Christ or/and of the CATHOLICS in the Days of Luther. Neither one respecting the Doctrines of Christ. Although the Dark Ages MAN-KILLERS made a PRETENSE of serving "Christ."

Both assumed the Role of being "THE VOICE OF GOD!!" EW 214. The Declaration of "INFALLIBILITY", also called: "PERFECTIONISM!" in GC 57 (60) "Pope Gregory VII, proclaimed the PERFECTION of the Roman Church...THE CHURCH had NEVER ERRED, nor could it EVER ERR, according to the Scriptures...THE PROUD PRONOUNCE...this advocate of INFALLIBILITY...This Doctrine laid the Foundation upon which Rome established the INVOCATION OF SAINTS and the Adoration of the Virgin Mary." GC 57-8.


"MIND and JUDGMENT have been WEAKENED!" by such RIDICULOUS NOTIONS! that Old Drug-Shot Laodicea-plotting her Flat-Footed way down Main Street saying: "Hi!" to every Tom, Dick, and Billy! And Christ HAS to choose her as His Bride. He has NO OTHER CHOICE! THE URIAH SMITH DOCTRINE!

Well, that 7:25 Harlot is sure in for one Big SURPRISE! When CINDERELLA steps forth in the MIDNIGHT HOUR! We hope to come to that later, IN THE MEANTIME, any who had such INFALLIBILITY PREDESTINATED Hang-ups: their "MIND" and "JUDGMENT" is as "WEAKENED" as the "SPIRITUALISTS!!" And while the CROWD us looking for these "20-year Preachers!" to see them THROUGH! OBEYED their FROOMS right down the Line! and now except they will lead REFORM! What a Joke!

More and More we see that is IMPOSSIBLE!

"Although they may now feel free from ERROR and COMPETENT to go forth and to Teach this LAST MESSAGE; GOD WILL NOT ACCEPT THEM! He will not entrust precious souls to their care; for their JUDGMENT was PERVERTED while in Error, and is now WEAKENED." EW 101-2.

They can FOLLOW. NOT LEAD! EW 50, 62-3, 77-8, 94, 98. They can fill a "HUMBLE PLACE." EW 99, 100, 123-5.

They might do like HUDSON; rail 24 Times against "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" in 8 "LAYWORKERS" Articles! "MORALITY cannot be SEPARATED from Religion!" MM 99.

"The MIND in which ERROR has ONCE taken possession can NEVER expand freely to Truth, even after INVESTIGATION. (Like CAMMACK—having heard the Truth for YEARS! Now sends around to people the VOP-HMSR-URIAH SMITH TRADITIONS of the Popular Churches; "ARMAGEDDON!" is a WAR between EAST and WEST! And he ends up by saying: "There is nothing SPIRITUAL about this, it is strictly PHYSICAL...otherwise we would SPIRITUALIZE AWAY one of the CLEAREST EVIDENCES...THE AWAKENING of the ORIENT....")


But this is NOT the Battle of Armageddon! How can we prove that? Very simple. The Battle of Armageddon takes place AFTER PROBATION HAS BEEN OVER 6 PLAGUES AGO! NOT in any SEALING TIME!

The young Ministers writing in the SDA MINISTRY magazine, and going by THAYER—are far more RIGHT, than any since the Days that URIAH SMITH took his people for a Ride down the CATHOLIC-PRESBYTERIAN TOBOGGAN-SLIDE!

GEORGE McREADY PRICE was RIGHT! When he said: NONE on the one Side will DIE NONE on the other Side will remain ALIVE! It is the "VOICE OF GOD" Hour!
"The Old Theories will claim recognition. The UNDER-
STANDING of things that are TRUE and ELEVATED and
SANCTIFYING will be CONFUSED. Superstitious ideas will enter
the mind, to MINGLE with the TRUE, and these ideas are
ALWAYS DEBASING in their influence." MM 89, 91.

Those that feel they have the RIGHT to ATTACK us, we
feel we have the RIGHT to: "MEET THEM!" SM 1:200-6. "...and
the Publication of MANY MORE TRACTS to EXPOSE the in-
creasing ERRORS of this Time!" EW 96, 99, 277.

URIAH SMITH.

FROM-bending over Backwards to act as APOLOGIST for
"THE CHURCH"-out of which there is no Salvation-never-
theless DID ADMIT! that URIAH SMITH led the Pack in
1888. He was the one to Fabricate together:
(1) The Idea that "SPEWN OUT!" meant "GOING THROUGH!"
(2) He was the Father of the Idea that the "SDA CHURCH"
came forth in 1844 when there is not a SHRED of evidence
that there was a SINGLE "SDA" ALIVE! BEFORE 1860. SDA BC
10:931.
(3) ALL the Pioneers believed the "PHILADELPHIAN" Church
was born in 1844 and would be the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" of
the 144,000. (See enclosed Green Sheet or ask for it.)
(4) She wrote that the "LAODICEAN" Church is the "FOOL-
ISH VIRGIN" Church. LAST and LOST! TM 126, 130, 445, T5:83,

KELLOGG-JONES-WAGGONER

She plead with KELLOGG, took his Side, until she was
FORCED! to give him up. JONES and WAGGONER signed over to
KELLOGG in 1903. FROM grudgingly ADMITTED this because
ARTHUR WHITE, seeing how the HUDSON AWAKENING was TEAR-
ING DOWN! the Third Angel's Message, opened a Crack of
the 1888 Door revealing some of the Skeletons.

"THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" 1966 by A. V. OLSON and p.
242-320 be ARTHUR WHITE!

THIS PUT FROM ON THE SPOT!

He could not IGNORE it COMPLETELY! So out comes the
WHITE-WASH BUCKET! So the ARTHUR WHITE REVELATION that
JONES-WAGGONER signed and went over to KELLOGG in 1903
and stayed WITH it to the Day they DIED! And feeding
BALLANGER a steady Stream of GOSSIP and CHARACTER-ASSAS-
INATION only meant that they: "FALTERED!" But that
they died-100% in the "FAITH!" A BIGGER LIE! has NEVER
been told! Did you see WAGGONER'S "LAST CONFESSIONAL?"

BECAUSE WITH BALLANGER, they had adopted: "I AM SAVED-
HOLY-SINLESS!" "NO FURTHER EFFORT!!" "BY FAITH ALONE!!"
And FROOM-ANDERSON liked that! as much as anyone ever liked that! And like KD&A "The Congregation is HOLY! EVERY ONE OF THEM!" The GROUND opened up for that.  

JONES WALLOWED in: "I AM SINLESS" in the Book the so-called: "AWAKENING!" featured everywhere!  
1903 he went over to LIVING TEMPLE  
1905 he fabricated "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION!" "SHOUT!" to the World! in the "LOUD CRY!" that: "I AM SINLESS!! No FOAMING AT THE MOUTH "HOLY ROLLER!" ever went off the Deep-End any WORSE than he did. But the HUDSON "AWAKENING" REVELED in it! They knew this for many YEARS BEFORE! and they were just WAITING for some one that would STOOP to tell them so!  

"They that be WHOLE need not a PHYSICIAN, but they that are SICK" (Matt.9:12). The INSOLENT PHARISEES had an exalted idea of their own PIETY and HOLINESS, while they were ready to pass CENSURE on the lives of others... the DELUSIONS of these LAST DAYS!" SM 1:31. 1906.  

"The Life and Death Question with us is, "What shall I do that I may be SAVED" SM 1:98. 1904.  

"They did not think of maintaining their own dignity, but ASKED at every STEP, "What must I DO to be SAVED?" (Acts 16:30)...The present is a FITTING UP TIME!" SM 1:111.  

"Ye see then how that by WORKS a man is JUSTIFIED, and not by Faith ONLY...FAITH without WORKS is DEAD!" (James 4:24-26). SM 1:373. 1892.  

BUT THE HUDSON "AWAKENING" sprung: "I AM SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!!" JONES of 1905 as "THE MESSAGE of 1888!!"***  
See that in the "COUNTERFEIT" Chapter in GC 464-473.  
1957 FROOM-ANDERSON-UNRUH sold us down the BABYLON RIVER via BARNHOUSE-MARTIN and "I AM SAVED!" "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES" p. 101, 118, 151, 349, 418.  
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You see the IMPORTANCE I placed in that Question at that Time. Because I recognized that as going BACK to CAN- RIGHT! to BALLINGER! to HOLY! to FLESH! to BABYLON!

And the Wonder is: the MINISTRY followed the LEADER- SHIP EN-MASSE! Right away the GLORY-SEEKERS waxed ELOQUENT! Why! This is what we ALWAYS BELIEVED! So they could take the Best and Biggest Churches away from those who HESITATED!

And did not come around as soon as FROOM cracked his General Conference Policy WHIP! "PRINCIPLE-RIGHT- HONESTY should ever be CHERISHED. HONESTY will not tarry where POLICY is harbored. They will NEVER AGREE! One is of BAAL, the other of GOD," T4:607. PK 141-2. T5: 96. PK 544. GC 460. BC 6:1081. T4:611.

1971 FROOM is going to bring about the "LATTER RAIN!" with "I AM SAVED!" MOODY! LEF-MD 320. He was going to bring about: "A GREAT SPIRITUAL AWAKENING!" with a whole "GALAXY" of HOLY HELL PORK PRIESTS that he NAMES! Who "PROMOTE PRACTICAL HOLINESS!" p. 320-2.

There is a GREAT "SPIRITUAL" REVIVAL OUTSIDE of ADVENT- ISM! And we must GET WITH IT! LEF-MD 319. Perhaps with METHODISM! p. 622. or mayhap: "Led to Christ through BILLY SUNDAY!" Sr. White BROKE with the METHODIST CHURCH, but mayhap we should GO BACK THERE! p. 626-7.

THESE OTHER WRITERS...This is clearly the Call of God...Thank God, that FINAL AWAKENING is definitely under Way!" LEF-MD 322.

1972 HEPPENSTALL (and a few MILLION $'s from the ILLUMI- NATI!???) swung BRINSMHEAD and WRIGHT over to HEPPENSTALL and the TALMUD! All set for the BIG PUSH; be the Head and not-the(Tail) of "KEY '73!" (See how PAXTON was Â- MAZED! at how EASY the SDA MINISTRY went right along with it! If you do not care to READ! You do not care to KNOW! And so they can HOODWINK you!)

SOME are WAKING up NOW! 20 Years LATE! At that Rate and that BATTING AVERAGE, they will find out what is going on NOW! Some Time in the 7 LAST PLAGUES!

"The LIGHT is made to reach FAR AHEAD where all is TOTAL DARKNESS. Michael stands up. Instead of Mercy, the deluded sinner feels WRATH (unmixed) with Mercy. And they AWAKE too late to this FATAL DECEPTION. This plan was studied by Satan, and is carried out by MINISTERS who turn the Truth of God into a LIE!" SG 2:276. T2:691.

THE HEPPENSTALL TALMUDIC-MAXWELL DOCTRINE! That Probation is OPEN when Christ Messiah comes! SOLD to RDB and FTW-1972. Making the Truth of NO-EFFECT!
IF THERE IS ANYTHING! that the Testimonies Teach: it is the SANCTUARY TRUTH, which is the SEALING TRUTH, which is the CLOSE OF PROBATION TRUTH!

ONCE we GIVE IN! to the MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL Idea; that PROBATION is OPEN when Christ comes; we have DENIED the FAITH, and are WORSE than INFIDELS!

We have BETRAYED our TRUST, and have gone over to the Enemy. Why did they sell their Birthright? To be POPULAR! That is why they let STANDARD after STANDARD trail in the Dust! Just to go along with the World! like BALAAM! Thank God! She saw it all! And had the COURAGE to write it out! She even saw: "There will be a HATRED kindled against the TESTIMONIES which is SATANIC!" SM 1:48. 1890.

WE SAW IT COMING!

When 5 years Old! I was reading the Testimonies! I read where we should have CHURCH-SCHOOLS. I also read if they are not run RIGHT Shut them DOWN! The Public School will be SAFER! It is Better to learn NO RELIGION! than to learn to SCOFF at Religion!

These wet behind the ears! Sheltered plants raised in the Shadow of the Adventist Green-House are the ones who now have NO INDIVIDUAL CONVICTIONS. They had INDIVIDUALITY driven OUT of them! These are the HOMOS! These are the ones now CLAMORING to give us FORD! Sent by the AUSTRALIAN CONFERENCE to PLAGIARIZE from F.F. BRUCE! from the WORLDLY SEMINARY! and UNLOAD that STUFF in AUSTRALIA, and invited by HEPPENSTALL to import that to CALIFORNIA!

The most part not knowing what is Piped or Harped or wherefor they are come together!

IT IS NOW TIME!

To REPEAT the Third Angel's Message so some of these Young people will have a CHANCE! to accept the SANCTUARY-SEALING TRUTH! How shall they know? Unless they are TOLD! Some of the Young people DO have a GRASP of the TRUTH!

THEY MAY ALSO BELIEVE WHAT THEY READ

in the "LAYWORKER" SUMMER 11, 1975. p. 20. "THE BASIC POINT."

(A QUESTION BY A LAYMAN AND AN ANSWER BY A G.C. CLERGYMAN).

THIS IS A DEBATE - IS IT?

When two argue, and these two are on the SAME SIDE! That is Recorded as a "REPLY BY AN SDA CLERGYMAN?" or is the one but supporting the other? And in Legal Circles is this not called: SHOULDER TO SHOULDER-CONCURING-COALITION-COLLiSION-CONFEDERACY-CONCORD! And if the THIRD joins in! On the SAME SIDE! Where was REFORM? Where was GROTHEER? Where was the OTHER SIDE?
and yet AGAIN! The same clattering of human lips has taken place. YEARS on endless YEARS, they have HURLED this BOOMERANG to decapitate "REFORM!" and NO REFORMER or REFORM LEADER has ever Replied! Let the BASTILLE and the ESTABLISHMENT get away with it!

Because THEY THEMSELVES are just as MIXED UP as the Adventists. And the Arguments of the one, overlap with the Arguments of the other. And in actual Fact; NO OUTSIDEER has a CHANCE HERE! It is ALL from WITHIN! (Unless we call BRINSMEAD an "OUT-SIDER!" which he is NOT! Nor has he CHANGED on these POINTS!)

BRINSMEAD is right in WITH them! and they are with BRINSMEAD! This "G.C. CLERGYMAN" claiming to OPPOSE the "LAY-MAN'S" ARGUMENT only ADDS to the Confusion.

"THE BASIC POINT!" is over a Question of, does ROMANISM or PROTESTANTISM have the RIGHT UNDERSTANDING of the relationship of FAITH and WORKS? BRINSMEAD-PAXTON have announced the DIFFERENCE. ROMANISM takes this Side, the REFORMATION DEFINITELY takes THAT SIDE! PERIOD!

We knew, if we went to the right Library, we could PROVE them as WRONG as the Devil! But we did not have to do that. All we had to do was WAIT! for the next Issue of "PRESENT TRUTH" and there it was! The FRANK and OPEN ADMISSION! that in the Sea-Saw Battle and Debate CATHOLIC THEOLOGIANS took just as OPPOSING SIDES, as also did the so-called "REFORMATION" that seems to End up - Teaching the SAME as ROMANISM.

Since that was cleared away by BRINSMEAD-PAXTON themselves! the only Question remaining is -WHY? When they wrote the FIRST ARTICLE- they KNEW they were LYING THROUGH THEIR Teeth! They KNEW when they wrote the FIRST ARTICLE; what they were going to write in the SECOND ARTICLE! The only Question is, WHY did they SET IT UP LIKE THAT? To say in the FIRST ARTICLE; this is 100% the way the CATHOLICS taught it! and this is the 100% way the REFORMATION taught it! And then come along and DOCUMENT what we KNEW could be DOCUMENTED: that THEOLOGIANS on BOTH sides - took BOTH Positions!

So for this Fellow to come along AFTER that! and try to hand us the FIRST POSITION, and be as ADAMNANT as PAXTON-BRINSMEAD were in the FIRST ARTICLE (or ARTICLES) is either the Work of a DUMMY or of one without a CONSCIENCE. Unable to face FACTS! He liked the FIRST approach, so like a LEECH he clings to this SLIPPERY ROCK! And THAT was the INTENTION!.....
of the Devil that is riding Herd-behind them! He knows that a little Leaven, Leaveneth the whole Lump. As with "I AM SAVED" if one is firmly FIXED that this is from the Devil! and with that UNDERSTANDING and KNOWLEDGE to see the Glory-Seekers Jackals, that make way for the Big Baboon, and WRITE! and TWIST! and TURN! to put down what the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" gave us, and how these CHAMELEONS can CHANGE their COLOR-to PLEASE the HIGHER UPS! and as ALL the MINISTRY have to CHOOSE and CHOOSE again! if they are going to go along with THIS MOCKERY! and if NOT! what will it COST if my MEMBERSHIP is COST?

How can we pay all the Bills? Meet the Payments on the New Stove? What will our Parents say? the Wife? their very children? they know ADVENTISTS only TOO WELL, so they know EXACTLY what their whole Family will be up against! THE DIRTY LOOK! THE EVIL EYE! THE COLD SHOULDER!

Is the Cost too high? Should I COMPROMISE a bit? PRETEND to BELIEVE - what you do NOT believe?

THE LAW OF THE HUMAN MIND.

THE NATURAL LAW of the Human-Mind; if you squelch your Conscience, RATIONALIZE your Convictions, shove them BACK, when they THREATEN to take over, as Time goes on; you find yourself disturbed LESS and LESS.

A NURSE TOLD ME-she knew certain Medications only ever did Harm. No chance of them ever curing ANYTHING! Perhaps only giving "SLEEPING PILLS" so the whole Ward would be in a STUPOR, and cause so much LESS TROUBLE! than giving FOMENTATIONS or other RATIONAL that she learned in the Earlier days of Adventist Medicine.

She knew, that SHOT or that PILL was NEVER known to Cure ANYTHING! but she was under ORDERS So she would put on a good Show; that this is WHAT YOU NEED! It is GOOD FOR YOU! It is DOCTOR'S ORDERS! And he wouldn't give you ANYTHING that he knew was not good for you! So she would ARGUE them into taking it.

SHE FINALLY SAID: she found herself BELIEVING HER OWN LIES. THIS IS THE LAW OF THE HUMAN MIND! That what you teach; you will FINALLY BELIEVE!

So do you REALLY EXPECT a PREACHER who has been LYING THRU HIS TEETH for 20 Years! To finally emerge SPOTLESS from his ORDEAL? And NOW he is going to tell us the TRUTH? This may actually take place in the LIMITATIONS of the MIND; as it happened with LUTHER; that the Study of ONE POINT, may be what it will take, to BREAK OUT OF THE COCOON. And once he finds the inner Strength to break ONE THREAD he may find the COURAGE to break THREAD after THREAD!
THE SPIRITUAL LAW of the Human Mind. We are not alone. We are Subject to Higher-Powers. There are several Laws of Karma. "As ye DO unto OTHERS-SO shall it be done to you again." "Good for Good and Evil for Evil."

Do we recognize that the Spirit of God and the Angel of Mercy can be WITHDRAWN? NEVER to come near us again? That we can REJECT them one time too often?

It seems the AWAKENING did not Worry about that. When the Clowns and Jesters came to put on their FROOM ENGINEERED ACT! (The SAME as that Book he wrote so DANIELLS could SIGN his name to it!) To the "NATURAL UNIILLUMINATED MIND" of FROOM he saw NOTHING WRONG with this:

"The LAW requires OBEEDIANCE; it demands RIGHTEOUS DEEDS in the activities of life. How can such demands be met by Faith INSTEAD OF BY WORKS?" COR 18.

THAT is the BOOK that Froom BOASTED he Ghost-Wrote so DANIELLS could SIGN his name to it.

The Seventh-day Adventist Ministry fell for it—Hook, Line, and Sinker—with part of the Rod and Reel.

We never heard ANYONE of Church or Reform, not around this World, EVER Question that Book. FROOM and the DEVIL must have been ASTOUNDED! at their Success.

DO YOU REALIZE what he is saying? Did anyone tell you this is FUTILLARUANISM? [WEBSTER: Holding the Doctrine that all human endeavor and aspiration are FUTILE!]

Do you realize that this was the Doctrine of the Devil in Heaven? That the LAW cannot be kept! No use TRYING!


The HOPE of achievement; "Well DONE thou good and faithful servant!" COL 361. "NOT ONCE should we even THINK of FAILURE!!" COL 363. "ACTIVITY is the LAW of LIFE; idleness is DEATH!!" COL 364. "Many who EXCUSE themselves from Christian EFFORT plead their INABILITY for the WORK...

[Not only did FROOM plead his own INABILITY, but tried to DRAG all the Rest in the World down to the Slough of Despond!] "CAST ye the UNPROFITABLE SERVANT into OUTER DARKNESS!!" COL 365.

How the LAWLESS CULT would like to read on! "God accepts Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS in the place of... -40-
"OUR FAILURE, our UNRIGHTIOUSNESS...Thus is explained just how FAITH takes the PLACE of WORKS and is ACCOUNT ED RIGHTEOUSNESS...It should enable us to CEASE from our own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES..." COR 19, 20. 1941.

THE MOST DEVASTATING ATTACK EVER LAUNCHED AGAINST EVERYTHING THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" ever taught! No doubt the minds that FIRST read this Book were HORRIFIED at this Doctrine, some were HYPNOTIZED, and ever after, unable to break the Serpent's stare.

By the time this SLICK OPERATOR came to the Statements found on p. 81, 90, 99; they would be CONFUSED to find that this was written in view of the KNOWLEDGE and ENCOURAGEMENT to "GOOD WORKS" as found in these Pages.

They would heave a Sigh of relief. God does call us to good WORKS. And then with the CUNNING of the Devil would give us Blow after Blow, in the SECOND BRAIN, in the SOLAR-PLEXUS, hitting us below the Belt with:

"Close beside this Door of FAITH, the ENEMY of all RIGHTEOUSNESS has placed another Door, a BROADER and more CONSPICUOUS entrance THE DOOR OF WORKS!"

[He had just given us PAGES of ELLEM WHITE calling us to "OBEDIENCE!" "SAVED FROM OUR SINS!" "NO RELISH FOR SIN!" "HATE THE SIN!" "CONTROL THE CONDUCT!" "MAN CANNOT BE SAVED WITHOUT OBEDIENCE!" (p. 97-103).

But the superior "KNOW IT ALL!" sprinkles in enough of: "He who is TRYING to reach Heaven by his OWN WORKS in keeping the LAW is attempting an IMPOSSIBILITY." R&H. July 1, 1890. "BOASTFUL SELF-SUFFICIENCY and COMPLACENT SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS have masked and concealed the BEGGARY and NAKEDNESS of soul...FLATTER themselves that they are clothed upon with Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS. Could deception be GREATER?" R&H, Aug. 7, 1894. "BY THE DEEDS OF THE LAW shall no flesh be JUSTIFIED. The BEST EFFORTS that man in his own strength can make ARE VALUELESS!" P. 90-6.

HERE WE HAVE EVIDENCE

(1) Of a great and deep STUDENT!
(2) FEW if any-have STUDIED like he has!
(3) He is AWARE of both Sides of the Question!
(4) So he must SURELY KNOW! What he is Talking about!
(5) And if we have anyone to Blame for what appears to be the most Mixed-up JARGON we have ever encountered it is surely NOT HIS FAULT! He has FAITHFULLY give the SOP!
(6) THEREFORE the CONFUSION must be from ELLEN WHITE!
(7) Thus THOUSANDS were driven to SUBCONSCIOUSLY turn slowly AGAINST EMG, and rest their souls with DANIELLS-FROOM! The GREAT men-the MIGHTY men-of the Church!
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LET US SEE IF WE CAN UNRAVEL THIS MYSTERY OF INIQUITY - ONE THREAD AT A TIME:

FIRST we will show to what lengths this Devil will go, to arrange to have ELLEN WHITE speak, as the Enemy did in Heaven in his initial Rebellion:

FROOM HANDS US ELLEN WHITE:

"The LAW demands RIGHTEOUSNESS, and this the sinner owes to the LAW but he is incapable of rendering it!"

R&H. Nov. 4, 1890. FROOM-DAMIELLS COR 116.

As anyone who knows anything ought to know, THAT was the Doctrine of Lucifer in Heaven! and here it is from the crooked Pen of ELLEN WHITE! by Courtesy of FROOM.

1941 that was 1941. It took until 1958 before we could CHECK it in it's SETTING or CONTEXT in SM 1:365-8. But before we had the FULL TEXT 1962 the "REVIEW and HERALD" 6 Big "ARTICLE" Books.

NOW AT LAST! we could evaluate it in its SETTING! But by this Time TRADITION had taken over the Fort and he that would have the audacity to hurl himself against that entrenched BASTILLE would be SURE to be blown to bits and shredded into little pieces! The CONFEDERACY OF EVIL would Gang up to make short-shift of him if not ASSASSINATE him! if he didn't cool it! He would CERTAINLY be given NO POSITION of MERIT by FROOM-ANDERSON and the British Fabian Society that had taken over this Church!

"The LAW demands RIGHTEOUSNESS, and this the sinner OWES to the LAW, but he is INCAPABLE of RENDING IT! The ONLY WAY in which he can ATTAIN to RIGHTEOUSNESS is through FAITH. [Another good place for FROOM to STOP! But it DOES NOT STOP! IT GOES ON!] By FAITH he can bring to God the MERITS of Christ, and the Lord places the OBEDIENCE of His Son to the sinner's ACCOUNT. Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS is accepted in place of FAILURE, [Weel!] HUBRAH! for EBOOM! The Old OFFicer seems to have WON AGAIN! Isn't this EXACTLY what he said? but with FEAR and TREMBLING let us gather our Cloak around us from the CHILLING BLASI, set our Teeth, and go bravely on to the CONTEXT! That was a Strong Forte CLAIM THE OTHER SIDE took things "OUT OF CONTEXT!" if we did not go along with the BASTILLE! But let us RISK the CONSEQUENCES and READ ON!]

"and God RECEIVES, PARDONS, JUSTIFIES, the REPENTANT, BELEIVING soul, treats HIM-HIM-HIM as though he were RIGHTEOUS, and loves him as He loves His Son...[Now here we are CONFUSED! Just WHO receives that CHAIN OF PROMISES? HIM-HIM-HIM who is REPENTANT?"
[Could that be FROOM? or his Lackeys 1981 BRINSMEAD-PAXTON? Those PROUD and HAUGHTY LEALISTS Who DEMAND God to JUSTIFY them! On the Strength of their PERVERTED UNDERSTANDING of the BLESSINGS of God? not anounceofREPENTANCE in a Carload of them! why should there be? Who needs to REPENT for SINNING—if they tell God to His Face! that they couldn't HELP IT THE LAW he gave CANNOTBEKEPT. Let HIM (REPENT) that he made it! So there!]

THE CONTEXT!

"God RECEIVES...the REPENTANT...SOUL...and the PARDONED SOUL GOES ON-GOES ON-GOES ON from GRACE to GRACE, from LIGHT to GREATER LIGHT..."EXCEPT a man be BORN AGAIN, he cannot see the Kingdom of God" (John 3:3), [Ever see BRINSMEAD SNEERING at being "BORN AGAIN" or him and FROOM TOGETHER SNEERING at: ATAINING?]

"It is not a LOW STANDARD that is placed before us...[Here it comes!] and in the Day of TEST and TRIAL we shall be able TO DISCERN between him that SERVETH GOD and him that SERVETH HIM NOT!...Many are losing the RIGHT WAY....They seek to make themselves BETTER by their own UNAIDED EFFORTS. This they can NEVER ACCOM- PLISH!" SM 1:267-8. (CONTRASTED with FROOM - Cor18-20. 1893 JONES as shown SM 1:377.)

Well! it appears we were WINNING! but now we are LIKED! They have WON! they are RIGHT! we are: FROM THE DEVIL!"

But before we give up, let us turn before we intended to: to the Book of all Books giving the REAL MESSAGE of 1888 "STEPS TO CHRIST!"

Acclaimed as a "BEST SELLER!" Sr. White would NOT EN- TRUST it to URIAH SMITH to work it over! so she gave it to FLEMING REVELL and Company in 1892. That was 4 Years after 1888. FLEMING REVELL flooded the Churches with that Book; the Adventists paid "A KING'S RANSOM!" to get it back under their Control, and Sure enough! trust them! they CHANGED it! The most important thing to them was that "TEARS IN HIS VOICE" first Chapter; that they ADDED!

I have seen people start reading that Book, read a few Pages, and HURL IT INTO THE STOVE! Whereas if they had STARTED reading the way the Lord gave it—they might have received not only the Blessing of THAT BOOK! But might have GONE ON! to OTHER BOOKS! But, no! the Lord did not know the "STEPS!" to Christ—the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists with Headquarters in WASHING- TON, DC-knew better than He did, the "STEPS" to Christ!
"have to do on our part is plainly set before us: "WASH you, make you CLEAN; put away your EVIL DOINGS...CEASE TO DO Evil: LEARN to do well..." SC 39.

"What you need to UNDERSTAND is the true force of the WILL. This is the GOVERNING POWER in the NATURE of man, the POWER of DECISION, or of CHOICE. EVERYTHING depends on the right action of the WILL...Thus your whole NATURE will be brought under the CONTROL of the Spirit of Christ...DESIREs (FAITH ALONE!) DESIREs for goodness and holiness are RIGHT as far as they go; but if you STOP here, they will avail NOTHING...Through the right exercise of the WILL...you will be enabled to LIVE the NEW LIFE." SC 47-8.

"...we shall "GROW UP into Him in ALL THINGS!" SC 75.

"...we are ENCOURAGED in our STRIVING after RIGHTEOUSNESS!" SC 88. "A DISCOURAGED soul is filled with DARKNESS!" 117.

"Then the REDEEMED...will associate with those who...thru DIVINE GRACE have FORMED perfect CHARACTERS." SC 126.

SPEAKING FOR THE AVERAGE ADVENTIST, it is like PAXTON said; you can TWEAK her WAX-NOSE! and make her walk DETERMINABLY in EITHER DIRECTION!

CONCLUSION?

If THEY have PROVEN that she had a FORKED TONGUE! that she talked (as they allege!) out of BOTH sides of her Mouth! We have no other choice, but to do as they are now doing THROW HER OUT. There is no other HONEST WAY!

But, like with the HELL TORMENT THEORY-are we able to ANSWER them! Point by Point? Is there an answer to this MYSTERY? Again I say, we can take EVERY ONE of their Statements; they cannot take ONE OF Ours THEY are the CROOKED ONES! THEY are so CROOKED! They will SLIDE OVER contrary References; they will SWALLOW a CAMEL-HUMPS-HOOFs-TAIL and all! And STRAIN at a FLEA-a GNAT and never get it down! Just like the HELPsP1REISTS! And by the Way-they are ONE in this Doctrine!

THE ANSWER?

I suppose it could be given in ONE SENTENCE! These Statements are all QUALIFIED! "YOUR OWN" "UNAIDED" "EFFORTS" are USELESS" amount to NOTHING without CHRIST! "YE CAN DO NOTHING!

That's ALL those Statements were saying and nothing MORE! and nothing LESS!

ADD TO THAT! that we have an ARSENAL of a MAGAZINE FULL: CHARGED with over 500 other References from Beginning to End-"THE SHAKING" CHAPTER; this will DECIDE our Eternal SALVATION! Those-so-BRAZEN-they UNITE with those who worship outside the Most Holy PLACE!" -45-
will \underline{AT ONCE} receive the \underline{UNHOLY INFLUENCE OF SATAN}!!' EW 56, 1846 BROADSIDE. "\underline{HIS ANGELS LEFT} those who made \underline{NO EFFORT}!' EW 270. T1:180-1.

\textbf{THE REAL REASON?}

\underline{NO HOLY SPIRIT!!} "The Track of Truth lies close beside the Track of Error, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE! to minds which are (NOT WORKED) by the Holy Spirit and which, therefore, are not (QUICK) to discern the \underline{DIFFERENCE} between Truth and Error!" SM 1:202, 121, 282. T8:267, 290. TM 229, 407. MM 142. RH 2:310. T2:387.

\underline{THE HELL-BELIEVERS} come up with 5 Verses; that the UN-STABLE and UNLEARNED WREST to their own Destruction.

When there are literally \textbf{HUNDREDS} of Bible Texts that Teach-the Wages of Sin is \underline{DEATH}! The Soul that Sineth it shall \underline{DIE}! The \underline{Wicked shall be}, as tho' they had not \underline{BEEN}! These people, possessed by the Devil, have the \underline{NERVE} and the \underline{DIABOLISM} to stand there with their \underline{filmy} Evidence; obtained from \underline{PAGANISM} and \underline{GREEK MYTHOLOGY}, and let a \underline{TORRENT} of Bible Truth rush past them! they are \underline{Blind-Deaf and Dumb} to it all!

\underline{IN LIKE MANNER} the Green, Young Fry now taking over the Adventist Church are entirely \underline{UNABLE} to \underline{Face the Storm of ABUSE, and NAME-CALLING} by the \underline{SAME} Baal-preists of BABYLON; to whom they go to find their 'LIGHT!' on the Question of Faith \underline{ALONE}, or will we \underline{Present} before the Throne of God - some \underline{WORKS}?? Rev. 22:12

He comes in the Clouds with all the Holy Angels to Reward \underline{EVERYMAN} as his \underline{WORKS} shall be. So no \underline{WORKS} are required? If you will pay us $1.00 for every Reference that shows the \underline{need} and the \underline{Blessing} of WORKS-\underline{EFFORT-WILL-STRIVING-BUILDING-MOLDING-ATTAINING} have $2,000.00 and more \underline{READY}!

"SATAN seems PARALYZED...MEMORY RECALLS...His accusations his rebellion...his stubborn persistence in making \underline{NO EFFORT} for self-recovery when God would have granted him forgiveness; all come VIVIDLY before him!" OC 669.

\underline{DON'T BE A DEVIL!} nor a \underline{NO EFFORT} SADDUCEE DA 604. "Brethren, your own LAMPS will surely flicker and grow \underline{DIM} until they go OUT in \underline{DARKNESS} unless you make decided \underline{EFFORTS} to \underline{REFORM}!" T5:612. "His Spirit will not always strive!" T5:612.

I think we have answered the Question raised by LAYMAN in the "LAYWORKER-SUMMER 11 1975. p. 20:

\textbf{THE BASIC POINT}.

(1) "Does the \underline{RIGHTEOUSNESS} worked out in our Life..."
(2) through the **AID** of the Holy Spirit have any **PART** of the (3) **RIGHTOUSNESS** which we have before God by Faith? (4) The Review brethren say it is, Rome says it is, but the Reformation says **IT IS NOT**! (5) and HUNDREDS, nay THOUSANDS, paid for that conviction **WITH THEIR LIVES**! (6) This is the FUNDAMENTAL dividing of the ways between (7) **ROMANISM** and (8) **genuine PROTESTANTISM**!"

"**THE REVIEW BRETHREN**" replied! in this SAME LAYWORKER! and as I said in the Beginning—their Arguments **OVERLAP**! And in the End they are **ONE** with **BABYLON**!

If you go with **FROM** you go with **BABYLON**! and as far as they have any clear cut Religion, like this Fellow pretends after reading ARTICLE (1) by BRINSMEAD-PAXTON**Repeating by ROTE what he picked up there WITHOUT so much as LOOKING in the SOP, nor did he read their ARTICLE (2) where PAXTON-BRINSMEAD ADMIT! NONE of them neither CATHOLICS nor PROTESTANTS had a **STABLE RELIGION**! not to this Day!

What else does **BABYLON** stand for, but "**CONFUSION**. "The existing **CONFUSION OF CONFLICT**, CREDITS and SECTS is ftly represented by the term "**BABYLON**," which prophesy applies to the WORLD-LOVING Churches of the Last Days!" Rev. 14:8. 18:2. PP 124.

So don't come with that Stuff from BRINSMEAD-PAXTON about either **ROMANISM** or **PROTESTANTISM** have a **CLEAR-CUT** BELIEF!

What is the REASON for the "PRESENT TRUTH VERDICT" PRETENSE that **HELL-BELIEVING-PORK-EATING-SUNDAY-KEEPING-EASTER-LENTEN-CHRISTMAS**; so-called "**PROTESTANT**" Churches that **PROTEST NOTHING**! are rated so HIGHLY by "VERDICT?" Because **ANGELICISM** always **SPEAR-HEADED** the DRIVE for **ECUMENICALISM** and **TWO OF THEIR ANGLO-CATHOLIC PRIESTS** have a **GREEN** and **AMBITIONOUS **ADVENTIST** under their Wing, well on the Way to FORM THE MONOLITHICAL COMBINE, that we Read about in REVELATION 18!

When the House of Lords in London, England wanted to get some one else to lead the Nation AFTER the WAR, BECAUSE CHURCHILL was out of his Element for PEACE—one of the Lord's said" "But he's a NATIONAL FIGURE!" and the other Replied: "Give me CONTROL of the PRESS - all NEWS MEDIA, and in 30 Days I will make a SACK OF POTATOES INTO A NATIONAL FIGURE!"

THE PRESS they have there, and the **ILLUMINATI FUNDS** to **FEED THAT PRESS**! and picking up **TEMPO!** and the SEARCHING by 150 Adventist Ministers to HELP **DO** TO **SEARCH** thru 666 Baal-Priest Writings—to **do away with EGW** and the
Third Angel's Message! The ONLY thing standing in the Way of a ONE WORLD CHURCH take-over!

Because she predicted it ALL "THE ADVENT DOCTRINE... denominational barriers were HURLED to the GROUND! conflicting CREEDS were SHIVERED to ATOMS!" GC 376, 379. "THE DAUGHTERS...that CLING to the Doctrines and Traditions of ROME and FOLLOW HER!" 1884 GC 233.

WE DARE NOT leave this Subject without asking you: did you see how "LAW-KEEPING" was ATTACHING the CALL of the Third Angel's Message-HANGING THAT! The Call to OBEIDENCE! around the CATHOLIC NECK SHAMING everyone who goes by the SOP. What a LOW-DOWN TRICK!

WHAT ARE THE FACTS?
The Facts are that NUNS and MONKS in their RETREATS, SWORN to OBEIDENCE-SILENCE-POVERTY-PENNANCE, would gain MERITS for you: that you could BUY at a PRICE; so you (if Rich enough!) could BUY your way INTO Heaven or OUT of PURGATORY or HELL.

NO OBEIDENCE or LAW-KEEPING NEEDED, all you needed was MONEY to pay the PRIEST. And THIS known to all men, the TRIUNE HYPOCRITES! PAXTON and GOLDSWORTHY, with BRINSMED, acting as their WHIPPING BOY, represent to the World! as the FACTS of LEGALISM."The DIRTIEST WORD in APOSTATE EVANGELICAL LANGUAGE ROMANISM was sponsoring "LAW-KEEPING." Enough to make a Horse VOMIT!

So the SAYING of the MASS and the BUYING of ABSOLUTIONS! meant they taught "LAW-KEEPING." Throwing CATHOLICS on the SIDE of ELLEN WHITE.

I wonder how many they will FOOL with that TOILET-URCHIN back-alley RELIGION! Certain it is that BALAAM RIDES AGAIN! and JEZEBEL is in her Glory! HUDSON chimes in with the CURSE of MORAL BEHAVIOURISM"

THIS! they now call the "DIVIDING LINE!" between TRUE and FALSE CHRISTIANITY! We must all FLEE from the WRATH of God; over to the Safety in the Camp of the LAWLESS CULT! Let us examine this as no one has ever done!

THE FACTS:
(1) There was a Kingdom of Heaven.
(2) There was NO HELL all was HAPPINESS based on LAW.
(3) LUCIFER rebelled! started a Revolt. A Law-Breaker.
(4) 1/3rd. of the Angels in Heaven united with him.
(5) They were Cast out of Heaven, down to this Planet.
(6) LUCIFER was DELIBERATELY permitted to TEMPT MAN!
(7) Man fell! now if any of the Children of men FAIL!
(8) They will be Cast into Eternal Torments in HELL.
God now doesn't WANT any LAW-KEEPING or LEGALISM
"THE CURSE OF WORKS" "THE CURSE OF EFFORT"
The Doors of Heaven swing WIDE-OPEN for those
Who go by FAITH ALONE who believe that
"CHRIST DID IT ALL" NOTHING for us to DO-DO-DO
LIKE THE CATHOLIC MASS MERIT is EARNED for you!
By Christ's OBEYENCE! How FAR do you go with THAT?
AS FAR AS ROMANISM? NUNS and MONKS SUFFER FOR YOU?
MORMONISM TEACHES THE SAME! So does HEATHENISM
So now does this END FIRST OF ALL
SATAN was PUT OUT for being a LAW-BREAKER
But now this SCARRIGLY CREW of PAXTON-BRINSMED AND
COMPANY ENTERED HEAVEN! SAVED BY GRACE-FAITH-PRESUMPTION!
Now HEAVEN is FULL of LAW-BREAKERS! They are
RIGHT BACK where they STARTED!
But NOW comes the REAL POINT! "THE BASIC POINT!"
NOW THERE IS A HELL BILIONIS WRINGING IN TORMENTS!
And that FOREVER! So says PAXTON-GOLDSWORTHY! As
FAITHFUL ANGLICAN CATHOLICS! They call this the
"RIGHTOUSNESS OF CHRIST!" To keep a HOLE AROUND!
Where there was NO HELL BEFORE!
When Rebellion first started there was NO HELL!
But now what?
Now we have the LAWLESS CULT BACK IN HEAVEN!
What an IMPROVEMENT! RIGHT BACK WHERE WE STARTED!
No IMPROVEMENT WHATEVER! Now God ADMITS! The LAW
CANNOT BE KEPT! No use TRYING! Make NO EFFORT or
THE AWAKENING CULT tells you if you TRY! You are CURSED!
Some who feel BRINSMED has CHANGED that was
RIGHT IN HIS VERY FIRST BOOKS! NO CHANGE WHATEVER!
All we see is what one APOSTASY will LEAD TO!
As he now is 100% in the APOSTATE EVANGELICAL CAMP
Sr. White NAMED them! She said: "EVANGELICALS!"
Would set up the IMAGE! But this goes by STEPS!
And "FORCE!" that URIAH SMITH and GERMAN REFORM were
FOREVER YAPPING about! Does NOT COME FIRST! But is LAST! in the Order of EVENTS! "IT WILL BE ONLY A STEP!"
"TO THE RESORT TO FORCE" GC 445. 1884 GC 278.
In the Order of EVENTS FORCE comes LAST FIRST
COMES ECUMENICAL UNITY! which BRINSMED is EAR-DEEP
IN TRYING TO BRING ABOUT! 300 MINISTERS of other
CHURCHES! Gave him a STANDING OVATION in New York!
And now the Adventist Church is TAKING OVER to Teach
THE SAME AS BROTHER ROB and FROOM-MAXWELL-RICHARDS!
It is all By Faith ALONE By SPURGEON ALONE!
(54) Listed in the "COUNTEREIT" Chapter. GC 464.
(55) Catalogued as: "a ENSNARING Doctrine!" GC 472.
(56) And as "PREJUCTION!" by a "LIAR" GC 472.
(57) But the Point we want to make; there was NO HELL.
(58) In Heaven or anywhere else before the Fall.
(59) But now a Special "LAKE OF FIRE" is a Boiling!
(60) And the "NEW LIGHT" and the "GOSPEL" of RDB-1981
(61) The DIRECTORS of "VERDICT!" two of them! Want HELL.
(62) "TORMENT Theories and RGB says this is "FAR SUPERIOR"
(63) To anything INFANTIL ELLEN WHITE ever had!
(64) She was NOT THAT INFANTIL! as to follow the
(65) POPULAR CHURCHES and MOUTH away about their "GOSPEL"
(66) FIRST-SATAN was PUT OUT! of Heaven!
(67) SECOND-LAW-BREAKERS are re-instated to replace!
(68) THIRD—that Place is now WORSE THAN BEFORE
(69) LAW-BREAKERS were put OUT! and now!
(70) LAW-BREAKERS are put BACK! There was NO HELL.
(71) But now MILLIONS and BILLIONS are "ROASTING ALIVE!"
(72) And now this "CULT OF THE DAMNED!" Come a-mouthing
(73) About the "LOVE OF GOD" and a something called:
(74) GOSPEL "GOOD NEWS" the "NEW COVENANT" of
(75) ANGLO-CATHOLICISM! PAXTON GOLDSWORTHY HELPPRIESTS!
(76) Figitives from the INSANEST ASYLUM! Also know some-
(77) thing about the "RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST!"
(78) What a MESS they have made of the "GOSPEL"
"But these, as natural BRUTE BEASTS made to be taken
and DESTROYED! speak evil of the things that they UN-
DERSTANBD NOT! and shall UTTERLY PERISH in their own
CORRUPTION...The Dog is turned to his own VOMIT again;
and the Sow that was washed—to her wallowing in the
MIRE." 2 Peter 2:12, 22.

LOOK BACK AT THAT LIST.
ADD to it! Thee see the TRADITION-BOUND WORK-CLOD; the
INSTITUTIONALIZED COMPUTERIZED ROBOT hand you a List;
"THE CHURCH" is "GOING THROUGH" THIS I KNOW, FOR FROM
TOLD ME SO! 21st Century ECUMENTICAL "LOVE-UNITY" SDA MERIC-
CHANTS of Babylon going CONTRARY to TESTIMONY of JESUS.
The MUSSOLINI of ADVENTISM.
The IDI AMIN from the Lower Adventosia Swamp.
The HIPPO of "HIGHER CRITICISM."
The BIG BABOON in the Entertainment Cage of eager Mon-
eys and Jackals barking in UNISON with the "SAYINGS OF
MAD!" Butas soon as ever he Gassed his Last; when all
FEAR of him was gone, they IROUNCE his remains and his
"GANG OF 4!" Very brave COWARDS.
something about "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" He waxed Eloquent on that ONE MONO-MANIAC THEME! And to this Day many do not see the (HOAX) Mainly because (ODOM) kept 200 to 500 select (CONDEMN) References OUT of that SCHEMED ODOM INDEX! Why did FROOM CHOOSE ODOM? to make that IMCOMPRESSENSIBLE INDEX? at a Cost of $100,000.00?

BECAUSE ODOM HAD compiled or copied a List of "THE CHURCH IS GOING THROUGH!" cunningly fabricated Statements! So FROOM saw RIGHT AWAY! This is a man after his own Heart! He will fix us up an (INDEX); ignoring POINT-BLANK STATEMENTS! that would give the other Side of the Picture.

In sorting Statements in Categories, he could be depended on to see 20,000 shoved into the Discard Bin, to be sent TO THE DUMP!

WOULD HE EVER LIST THIS ONE? "The Friend of God." Such men (APPROVE) that which God (APPROVES) and (CONDEMN) that which He (CONDEMNS.) T4:615, 173, 396. TM467. T3:254. 15:592. PK 31. And 200 MORE.

WHAT ABOUT THIS ONE? "JERUSALEM is a REPRESENTATION of what THE CHURCH WILL BE IF IT REFUSES TO WALK IN THE LIGHT that God has given!" T8:67.

Would FROOM have recommended the HIRING of ODOM; if ODOM would have had that one (and 200 MORE) like it, in the LIST that ODOM handed FROOM (LEF-MD 326.)

So she said: "INvariably" without shadow of turning!

WHAT DOES THE ABOVE SOUND LIKE? The Old Index—poor as it is—is MUCH BETTER than the New Odom Index. There he may List some of the References found in the Old, but HIDE them by SHUFFLING them around under a different CATEGORY! Or HIDE them by UNCERTAIN definitions.

Going along with URIAH SMITH or GERMAN REFORM: the Destruction of JERUSALEM one of the 7 Horrors of the World, is "a symbol of final ruin OF THE WORLD" ODOM INDEX 1432. And so URIAH SMITH fixed up your GC 37—is made to read: "so He has WARNED THE WORLD...that all who will may FLEE!"

(Obviously the World must FLEE into that INFALLIBLE CHURCH)

But the ORIGINAL SENSE and WARNING was clear as a Bell, how GOD'S PEOPLE or "GOD'S PROFESSED PEOPLE", how the non-pork eating SABBATARIANS fell at that Time. So ALSO MAY THIS PEOPLE FALL!. Get the SAME FROOM-HOUFE-FRINMead-FORD-HEPPENSTALL-WILSON ideas of WORLD CONQUEST! just the SAME as the Jews of Old. The only difference is that DESTRUCTION is only a SHADOW of what is coming NOW.
AND SO THE ORIGINAL READ: "so He has WARNED HIS PEOPLE!"
1884 GC 38. "that all who will (of His people!) may FLEE!"
INTO the "ISOLATED PLACES!" While the Adventists are going to "CIVIL DEFENSE" them! and End up: "CIVIL DEFENSE" WHITE clobbering "BLACK POWER" REVOLUTIONARY! As in Old Jerusalem. JEW killing JEW! 1884 GC 25-38. GC 24-37.


Christ said to FLEE but they are going to REMAIN! "Satan was trying his EVERY ART to HOLD them WHERE THEY WERE, UNTIL THE SEALING was PAST...and they LEFT without a Shelter from the burning WRATH of God, in the 7 Last Plagues!" EW 44.

(I think the above is CLEAR ENOUGH! Add to it DA 232.)

(At this Point I received a Phone Call from California. They plan to visit next Week. This is now August 1, 1981. FORD is going GREAT GUNS in California telling people to STAY WITH THE CHURCH!

(While we have the Postal Strike for over a Month - Sr. Ann DeMichael has been busy with the New Machine sending out Tapes. SOME are AWAKE! to the necessities of the Hour. Praise God!)

SO THE CHURCH WILL BE TRIUMPHANT?

ROOM was not SURE of what EGW was Teaching, but he WAS SURE! that she taught without FAIL-the Church was going through! (Of course we ALL believe THAT! The only Question we have: WHICH CHURCH? Is the Lord stuck with only ONE? was He in the Days of Old Jerusalem? Is the Church that will be VICTORIOUS; is that one STILL TO COME? THEN will THE CHURCH of Christ APPEAR!" T5:82.

"A MOVEMENT shall COME!" GC 464. "THE TIME SHALL COME for such a MOVEMENT!" 1884 GC 296.

"IN A MESSAGE WHICH IS YET FUTURE!" 1888 GC 383. "To those who OUT to meet the Bridegroom-is this MESSAGE GIVEN!" COL 420.

HEALTH REFORMERS: "UNLESS WE AROUSE THEY WILL GO IN ADVANCE OF US!" TM 417. "He will take his Holy Spirit...and give it to OTHERS" RH 3:273. July 16, 1895. -52-
IN THE BALANCES.

I was looking for the Reference that says He will Weigh the SDA Church in the BALANCES! I looked in the ODOM INDEX under WEIGH-BALANCES-SANCTUARY—could not find it. Of course that would be: "DEALING IN THE NEGATIVE!" wouldn't it? and we must NEVER do THAT!

But what if it will be POSITIVELY SO? What if there is an "IF" to the Covenant? ("IF" you do so and so then I will do so and so. BUT IF NOT! What then? The JEWISH RABBIS read over the Top of the "IF NOT!" texts. Although MORE WORDS were used for the promises of CURSES and the "IF NOT!" they preferred to hand them the CONDITIONAL BLESSING!" as though they were IN FACT an obedient and upright people. IS HISTROY REPEATED?

"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Adventist Church IS TO BE WEIGHED.

(Oh! no! no! no! FROOM could NEVER ALLOW THAT! She HAS been WEIGHED by FROOM shw passes ALL INSPECTIONS! The "CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!")

"SHE WILL BE JUDGED...IF...IF on her will be pronounced the SENTENCE: ("FOUND WANTING") T8:247. (Then read 250 to see IF SHE PASSES JUDGMENT!)

"We should be ALARME at the least manifestation of a disposition to HUSH the VOICE that proclaims the Third Angel's Message...Should the Sentinels of Truth now fail to sound the WARNING...the Lord would raise up OTHERS who would be Faithful and True."CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT!" RH 3:18. Feb. 7, 1893.

"LOVE UNLIMITED?"

"THERE ARE LIMITS to the Mercy and Forbearance of God...very near the Line where the Forbearance of God is exhausted..."SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM...and THEY shall not Escape!"...There are diligent students of the Word of Prophecy in all parts of the World...These will come from the grossest ERROR, and will TAKE THE PLACE of those who have had OPPORTUNITIES and PRIVILEGES and have NOT PRIZED THEM...OTHERS will come in to fill their places." RH 3:473. June 15, 1897.

"The Time is near when men will reach the proscribed LIMITS..."Thou art Weighed in the Balances, and art found WANTING."...OTHERS will come in and FILL THEIR PLACE and take their CROWN." RH 3:527. Dec. 21, 1897.

SR. ANN DeMICHAEL;

sent me a Parcel to Bro. and Sr. Davis across the Line. In which there was:

-53-
"THE QUIET HOUR ECHOES."

TUCKER August 1972. Sr. Ann marked p. 7. "HOW TO BE BORN AGAIN." "We are born again by God's Holy Spirit, through His Word, THE MOMENT we receive Christ.

[If R. A. TORREY had stopped there, we might have allowed that. But he did not stop there, he continued! We add EMPHASIS-OURS.] The Text is his.

"When you take Christ into your Heart He TRANSFORMS you THROUGH and THROUGH in a MOMENT. I care not how WORLDS you are, I care not how SINFUL you are, I care not how HARD you are: any one today who will throw his Heart open and let Jesus come in to rule and reign, God will make that one a new creature IN A MOMENT." TORREY.

If you do not know what it is:
It is BABYLON. It is "faith ALONE." It is "NO EFFORT!"
It is the "COUNTERFEIT" of GC 464-473.
It is HEPPENSTALL. It is PAXTON. It is GOLDSWORTHY.
It is BILLY GRAHAM. It is 1981 BRINSMEAD.
It is EVANGELICALISM. It is the BABYLON of GC 383.
It is "THE LAYWORKER"-SUMMER 11, 1975 p. 20.
It is JONES."The Consecrated Way to......" 1905.
It is FROM-DANIELLS - COR 15-20. 1941.

NO MINISTER FOUND ANYTHING WRONG WITH THIS "HOLY ROLLER" BALLANGER MESSAGE: "Here is a man born in sin...His inheritance of evil is the WORST imaginable. His environment is at the LOWEST depths known to the wicked.

[He lives in the LOWEST Town in the State. He lives on the WORST street in the Town; the further you go down the street-the WORSE it gets! and he lives in the LAST HOUSE.]

"In some way the Love of God shining from the Cross of Calvary reaches that man's Heart. He yields, repents, confesses, and BY FAITH claims Christ as his Saviour. THE INSTANT that is done, he is accepted as a child of God. His sins are all forgiven, his guilt is CANCELED, he is ACCOUNTED RIGHTEOUS, and stands APPROVED, JUSTIFIED, before the Divine Law. And this amazing, miraculous CHANGE may take place in one short HOUR. This is RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH!!" FROM-DANIELLS. COR 15. 1941.

AND THERE THE ADVENTIST MINISTRY TOOK OFF, not to forget ALL REFORM! What a WONDERFUL BOOK that WAS! Right up our Alley! Like the HELL-BELIEVERS-show them 2,000 Texts: they SEE it not, they KNOW it not! This is what they WANT! How lovely!
1972 TORREY. Courtesy of TUCKER: "He TRANSFORMS you THROUGH and THROUGH, in a MOMENT...a new creature IN A MOMENT!" p. 7. "The Quiet Hour Echoes."

1941 FROOM-DANIELLS: "And this amazing, miraculous CHANGE may take place in ONE SHORT HOUR." COR 15.

1970 MAXWELL: "The Operation can be INSTANTANEOUS and PAINLESS. Just like WIND blowing through a Room...HARMFUL HABITS which you once though you never could break will be broken, THEN and THERE. You will SUDDENLY become a NEW PERSON, with NEW THOUGHTS, NEW AMBITIONS, NEW HOPES, NEW PURPOSES, ALL READY for a place in His Kingdom. (When He COMES! SALVATION! after 7 Last Plagues! The Billy Graham-MORMON-EVANGELICAL-JW-HA-Jews of Tel Aviv-DOCTRINE!) "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST!" p. 94. FAGAL-TUCKER 1970-80. "A TOTAL TRANSFORMATION...as the REBEL gives up!" p. 95. HOT Off Babylon's GRIDDLE!

BREATHES THERE A MAN with Soul so Dead, He does not know that is VIOLENTLY opposed by the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY."
The Craziest of the Crazies, I have always Listed as Fred Wright of Hudson's alleged: "AWAKENING!!"

He was 100% COMPLETE "NOTHING WANTING!!" [Of course that is also what Senile Maxwell is saying! Passed by ALL CONFERENCES and ALL BOOK COMMITTEES! All who approved COR; also APPROVED this "ONCE SAVED ALWAYS SAVED!" "HOLY FLESH" DOGMA. Between him and Christ there was: "NOT A HAIR'S BREADTH DIFFERENCE!!"]

As the saying goes: "The Proof of the Pudding is in the Eating!!" "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!!"

If such a CHANGE was POSSIBLE, and had HAPPENED; why did he himself write-YEARS LATER! that their "EXPECTATIONS" were DISAPPOINTED! He was ready to throw in the Towel and give EVERYTHING UP! But like the Devil, SYMPATHIZERS were found, so he "HARDENED" himself to carry on the MOCKERY!

No one saw ANY CHANGE in those who went to his Meetings expecting for DECIDEDLY WORSE! "In supposing themselves to be ANGELS, they make themselves FOOLS and are nothing but heavy burdens...They are fretful, peevish, dissatisfied. They have no real Love for anyone but THEMSELVES... THE FRUIT that grows upon the good Tree of Divine planting, SELF is forgotten...RICH in good Works." T2:464-5.

1842 METHODISM.

This "ULTRA-HOLINESS!!" "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!!" was taught by the METHODISTS in Sr. White's day...
Since she was not dishonest enough to make such pious claims as being: **SAVED** or **SANCTIFIED** [What is the difference?] that, together with METHODIST HELL - TORMENT! Theories; nearly drove her MAD. T1:21-26. In the middle of this, she had a Dream. T1:27-30. EW 78-81.

**THE TRUTH OF THE SANCTUARY!** And this gave her the courage to **LEAVE THE METHODIST CHURCH.**

---

**Froom wants us to go back there**, LET-MD, p. 512, 320-2, 466.

**Froom-Waggoner-Ballenger** and other TALMUDISTS

at Sins being: **TRANSFERRED** to the Sanctuary. Waggoner in his **CONFESSION OF FAITH** found on his desk the day he died - RAILS throughout at **SINS** being: "STORED AWAY in some WHAREHOUSE!" p. 10. Or: "BLOTTED OUT!" p. 10, 14, 18, 20, 22-4, 26. WAGGONER was fairly FOAMING AT THE MOUTH! on that Subject. He wanted sins **BLOTTED OUT!** NOW!

Is it any wonder, that those who followed WAGGONER as did FROOM-CRENTRELL, would end up with FORD, SNEERING at the very idea of a: **CLEANSING** of something that was not there! NO SINS COULD be **TRANSFERRED** that is an IMPEACHMENT AGAINST GOD! Just too bad for these UNBELIEVERS; their Sins will **NOT** be: "TRANSFERRED!" nor "CLEANSED!"

**SO TO TEAR DOWN THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE** - Waggoner made insane remarks, such as this: "I was the whole World with all its Sin!" p. 5. "We do not find Christ in Heaven or in the grave, but only **WITHIN**. p. 11. "Sin is not an ENTITY, neither is it a Debt, in the ordinary sense of the term, to be CANCELLED by the payment of something, (even of a LIFE), by and so some OTHER PERSON, apart from the Sinner...by some BENEVOLENT PERSON, give a faulty idea of the Truth...A debt...can not be removed, or satisfaction be made for it, by the abstract Gift of a LIFE, any more than CONSUMPTION, LEPROSY, or the PLAGUE can be cured by the payment of money, or even by the Gift of a LIFE, unless that NEW LIFE be given to the sufferer himself." p. 11.

(There is much more **SENSELESS DRivel**: that there is no Blessing to go into. I really do WONDER all the people who read that **GARbage**, and claim a Blessing from it! I prefer WIELAND when smitten with an uncommon Stroke of Honesty said: "Regarding E. J. Waggoner...I think he also, to some extent, must have **LOST HIS MIND**" LETTER, Nov. 24, 1970.)

**Froom also:** "**LOST HIS MIND!**" when he wrote:
The INSTANT that is done, he is ACCEPTED...

IS THAT SO? It is as SURE as all that? NO QUESTION ABOUT IT? That is what JUDAS thought! so did JON. Also JEZEBEL. That puts SALVATION into a man's own FEELINGS.

EMOTIONS! What about this:

"Others fall into a more dangerous error. They are governed by IMPULSE...FLIGHT OF FEELING...They expect some IRRESISTABLE FORCE, over which they have NO CONTROL to OVERPOWER them. They OVERLOOK the fact that the believer in Christ is to WORK his Salvation with Fear and Trembling. The convicted sinner has something to DO besides REPENT, he must ACT his PART, in order to be ACCEPTED by God. The work of Grace upon the Heart IS NOT AN INSTANTANEOUS WORK. It is affected by CONTINUOUS, DAILY, DAILY MATCHING and BELIEVING the promises of God...And ministering ANGELS will AID him as he perseveres in his EFFORTS to advance...

CONVERSIONS ARE NOT ALL ALIKE! (read on!) Ev. 286-7.

"But while you STRIVE to be ORIGINAL...and use such STRONG LANGUAGE...there is DANGER of doing MUCH HARM...I saw that your mind was at times UNBALANCED from trying VERY HARD to study into and explain the Mystery of Godliness, which is JUST AS GREAT A MYSTERY AFTER your study and explanations as it was before!" (read on!) SM 1:177. 1890.

"The Truth of God does not dwell in you...Jesus demands ALL. When we are brought to yield to His claims, and give up ALL, then, and not till then, will He throw around us His arms of MERCY" (read on!) SG 2:259.

"SUBDUED the CARNAL MIND, REFORM the LIFE, and the poor mortal frame will NOT be so IDOLIZED. If the Heart is REFORMED...SELF will be FORGOTTEN. Jesus will be magnified, adored; and SELF ABASED and HUMBLED. PROFESSION is mere TALK...a NOTION of Religion in the Head, an OUTSIDE Religion, when the HEART is not CLEANSED. God looks at the HEART; "all things are naked and open (to Him)!"...the CARNAL MIND is SUBDUED!" (FTW says it is NOT and it CANNOT be obtained from WAGGONER the NOTION that the CARNAL MIND cannot be SUBDUED, but must be YANKED OUT by the Great Genie - that is MAGIC OCCULTISM) SG 2:263.

"They should have your PITY, for this World is all the Heaven they will have." SG 2:267.

"NEVER yield the Truth to please any one. Be DECIDED, be FIXED, be ESTABLISHED, be not of a DOUBTFUL MIND." SG 2:26.
FROOM-DANIHELLS PAINT THIS RAMBUNCTIOUS CHARACTER:
(So dies MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL-PAXTON-BRINSMMEAD-WRIGHT)
"The [INSTANT] that is done, he is [ACCEPTED]...His SINS are all forgiven...[CANCELLLED]...in one short [HOUR]" COR 15.
(THOUSANDS of SDA Ministers lapped that up! and passed it on! through all Church-Media! This became ESTABLISHED TRADITION! [THANKS] by Faith [ALONE]!")

"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!"

"AND BEFORE the TIME for such a Movement shall come, (SATAN) will seek to prevent it, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT...great religious interest: MULTITUDES will [EXALT]...There is an EMOTIONAL EXCITEMENT, a mingling of the TRUE with the FALSE..."Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!"...its advocates Teach that SANCTIFICATION is an [INSTANTANEOUS WORK]...

SANCTIFICATION is NOT the work of a [MOMENT] an [HOUR], a [DAY], but of a [LIFETIME]...by [LONG] PERSEVERING EFFORT...no point which we can reach and say, I have fully [TAIRED]" (read on!) AA 560-1. 1911.

Do you see what we see there? The Lord knew and intercepted! every ARGUMENT, they would use! would they say (Read this Paper again and FIND IT!) TORREY-TUCKER would have it in a "MOMENT" FROOM-DANIHELLS would have it in an "HOUR" WRIGHT-WAGGNER would have it as:

"AN [INSTANTANEOUS WORK] by which, through Faith [ALONE], they attain to perfect Holiness. [ONLY] [BELIEVE]" say they, "and the Blessing is yours." NO FURTHER EFFORT...is supposed to be required...THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE...It is NOT FAITH...it is [PREJUDICE]..."He that saith I know Him, and keepeth not His commandments, is a [LIAR] and the TRUTH is not in him!" (Tell that to the [LIAR] BRINSM MEAD! and tell him this is in the [NEW TESTAMENT]." 1 John 2:4, 5. GC 464, 471-2. (read all!) 1884 GC 588-302.

JUST THINK! and MARVEL! She had their Number before they even spoke or formed their CONFEDERACY! She saw it all! Point after Point after Point! FORD-EVA-HAMMILL-PARR-WILSON-HEPPENSTALL-MAXWELL-TORREY-the whole GOON-SQUAD-CAPOODLE-CABALA-JUNTO!

"LIVING WATERS HAS COME TO YOU...INSTEAD...you turned to [COMMON SEWERS]...POLLUTED WATERS of human Science..."Teaching for Doctrines the COMMANDMENTS of MEN." TRADITION...The sayings of men...[66] of them!...a mass of [RUBBISH]...He so decidedly [CONDEMNED]" FCE 435, 438-9.

"True Faith rests on the promises contained in the Word of God, and those [ONLY] who [OBEY]...

---

**HOW MANY OF US REALIZE:**

1916 if WAGGONER'S death-bed "CONFESSIONAL" is right - that NO SINS can be "TRANSFERRED" to the SANCTUARY, NO SINS can be "CLEANSED!" from there - as there are none. He was almost in an *APOPLECTIC RAGE* at the Idea. Wanted sins "BLOTTED OUT!" right NOW. p.14, 18, 20, 22-4, 26.

1941 if FROOM-DANIELLS were RIGHT! that sin is: "CANCEL ED" COR 15, 65, 66, 68. And this in an *INSTANT*!

1973 if PIERSON is RIGHT that God does not hold us off at arm's length as it were - put us on PROBATION to see how we will Act! If He does not do this, knowing how TEMPERAMENTAL-WEAK-CHANGABLE-UNRELIABLE we are, and therefore He lets the proper Court decide AFTER the RACE IS OVER! to see who Won.

If Sr. White is kind of a bit *DELIRIOUS* on that Point and our Great men, our Mighty men are RIGHT! Then, of course, it would be QUITE NATURAL to conclude that the whole SANCTUARY QUESTION is OUT-MODED, UNNECESSARY USELESS! NO SINS TRANSFERRED? no "CLEANSING!" needed!

An exercise in *UTILITY*.

AND IF PAXTON IS RIGHT that HEPPENSTALL made a Deal with BRINSMead-WRIGHT in 1972; that *CHARACTER-NATURE* would be *CHANGED* when Christ Messiah comes! than, of course there is NO CLOSE OF PROBATION! NO 7 LAST PLAGUES!

And the MAXWELL BOOK goes right along with that, and this is what FROOM wanted in 1970 to use as a MAJOR "THRUST" for the 3-fold UNITY of MISSION KEY'73!! It all fits in like a Glove! So naturally we then had FORD SPONSORED by the LAWYERS they had been working on it also since before 1970, and this was the FINAL PUSH! to railroad ELLEN WHITE OUT because she wrote contrary to:


LOOK IN THE ODOM INDEX for: "CANCELED!" it is not there. Look for: "TRANSFERRED!" they tell you to see: "SANCTUARY!" Look through 12 pages, and see how they gloss over the Subject. Still, if you are holding Meetings in your Home what a Feast you can have!

SANCTUARY DEFILED by sins Transferred. PP 355. GC 412. PK 38.

SANCTUARY CLEANSED by REMOVAL of SINS! PP 355, GC 352, 485.
NO CLEANSING without BLOOD! To obtain this Blessing we have to be in the RIGHT PLACE the RIGHT GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION!" at the RIGHT Time. Since 1844 BLOOD in Most Holy PLACE" GC 429. PP 353, 351. GC 422, 433, 429.

NO MINISTRATION in Holy Place during MHP ATONEMENT! GC 428-9. NO PRIESTS MINISTERED AT ANY ALTARS WHILE HIGH-PRIEST WAS IN MHP! MH 437-8. T8:284-5. See "SHEKINAH."

NO INCENSE (PRAYERS!) except in MHP! PP 353. "EVERY CASE WAS DECIDED, EVERY JEWEL NUMBERED. Jesus tarried a moment in the OUTER APARTMENT of the Heavenly Sanctuary, and the SINS WHICH HAD BEEN CONFESSION while He was IN the Most Holy PLACE" were placed upon SATAN (the Seape-Coat.) EW 200-1., 32, 48, 251, 253, 256, 261, 279. GC 430.

Those who REJECT THIS! God REJECTS THEM! 1844 GC 232. "From such TURN AWAY" "Be not deceived by them, do not IMITATE their PRACTICES!" 1844 GC 295.

TRUTH is not given to be REJECTED! THE REASON WHY so many are now CONFUSED; is because the Spirit is being withdrawn from the Earth! HOLD MEETINGS IN YOUR OWN HOME! and be pleasantly SURPRISED! at the BLESSING you will receive! as the Chains drop off! as they did in 1844. EW 240-4.

GOSPEL! is taught by SANCTUARY TRUTHS! SM 1:233, 309. PK 684-5. Is not GOSPEL-FORGIVENESS OF SINS? SINS BLOTTED OUT? FOREVER! The Slate is CLEAN! How truly PRECIOUS!

SPIRIT-PROTECTION-PERFECTION-GLORY-PRESENCE-DOUBLE GUARD OF ANGELS! See what else you can find under "SANCTUARY!"

AND TO THINK! That anyone at this Stage of the Game would want to UNITE with those who DENY THE FAITH!

I WARN YOU! what if they cannot help themselves? What if they are in the situation of T5:211??? That they will NEVER AGAIN! lift up their Voices to WARN God's people? What if they have been REJECTED? BEYOND HOPE? If you never thought of it; you better THINK about it! You better THINK TWICE! about attending their MEETINGS!

Because a: "Companion of FOOLS will be DESTROYED... DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT" Prov. 13:20, 21.

If we go where we have not been SENT! Where they FORCE HOME their ERRORS that are a POISON to the Soul; the protective Angels will WITHDRAW! and LEAVE US! to the Deceptions that we Love! FOREVER! EW 124-5.

WE WARN YOU! We have seen those who forever after did not know which way was SOUTH-EAST-NORTH or Up and Down! They were PLAINLY at SEA! Running here and there: "Going from Sea to Sea seeking the Lord! they shall not find Him! He hath (WITHDRAWN) Himself... -60-
within the Second Vail EGW] from them. The Lord has shown me that the POWER which is with them is a mere human influence, and NOT the POWER OF GOD!! EGW. PT 64.

NO GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION!
"The professed Church, who rejected the Truth, was also rejected (1884 GC 232. GC 376.) SMITTEN with BLINDNESS, and now, 'with their Flocks and with their Herds' they go 'to seek the Lord'...The reason why they do not find the Lord is simply this, they seek Him where He is not, 'He hath DRAWN Himself [OUT OF] THE MOST HOLY PLACE' [to the GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION!']] James White. PT 79. MAY 1850.

PANTHEISM! that JONES-WAGGONER-BALLENGER fell for, with KELLOGG 1903, want God EVERYWHERE!! no GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION!! as the Leaders voiced at DALLAS - 1980. 

But they prefer the OMEGA!! of PANTHEISM! to the Third Angel's Message! 'I saw the Third Angel pointing NO-HERE? pointing...to the HOLIEST of the Sanctuary. As they by faith(Justification by faith) ENTER the Most Holy PLACE!!', they find Jesus!! EW 254-6.

And those who refused this BRIGHT LIGHT of EW 14, 55, 251. are turned over to the gentle keeping of SATAN!! EW 56, 261.

Is that what you want? Then STAY with the:

MONO-MANIAC RELIGION!

(1) MONO means one. It is a Mental Hang-up; a PSYCHO- SIS that sees only ONE! And bend EVERYTHING to that ONE-Idea!! "God (has)...NO USE for men of ONE-Idea!" T3:494. (NOTICE! The Old Index has MUCH MORE on this Subject than the New Odom Index. In Fact-Odom has only ONE REFERENCE! And NONE of them have the ABOVE from T3:494.)

"RESPONSIBLE men are in danger of becoming men of ONE-Idea! T4:597.


(3) MONO-MANIACS see one CHURCH one BABYLON one CLOSE of PROBATION! one kind of EFFORT! or FAITH! or LOVE! or WORKS! or LAW! or LEGALISM! They would be in Danger of HEART ARREST if you show them more than ONE That God has ANOTHER PEOPLE" "OTHERS" the HIDDEN ONES" that take the Crowns that those LOST! who are MONO-MANIACS and see NOTHING but THEMSELVES. -61-
Look in the INDEX for "TWO CLASSES"—what do you find? NOTHING! So try "CLASSES" and you will find a minuscule, just about NOTHING! Since Adventists KNOW of the ONE REFERENCE, you might find THAT ONE! Since we are dealing with MONOMANIACS, they would not want you to know of the 50 to 100 others! That there always have been TWO CLASSES IN THE CHURCH! from the Beginning of Time to the End! WHEAT and THRES GOLD and cross SHEEP and GOATS CLEAN and UNCLEAN PHILADELPHIANS and LAODICEANS. SAVED and UNSAVED. RIGHTEOUS and WICKED.

FROOM-HOUTEFF-NAGEL-ROGERS-FRIEND-TUCKER see the Church getting PURER and PURER; all the Bad Eggs leaving the Basket, and only 144,000 Sealed Saints remain.

ELLEN WHITE SAW the Opposite. She saw NOT ONE LAODICEAN SAVED after the MIDNIGHT CRY—STRAIGHT TESTIMONY; the wise JOINED a mysterious PROCESSION that comes out of NOWHERE Col 406. And all who refuse to "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" will be SLAUGHTERED T5:211-2.

She was left alone ALONE before and after 1888—the Gang-up took JONES and WAGGONER away from her "HOLY FLESH" in 1900. SM 2:31. Ev. 595. RH 1:194. 2:120, 233, 245, 254, 609, 85. She wrote HUNDREDS of PAGES about this, they tried to BURN it all! When JONES-WAGGONER went into "LIVING TEMPLE" in 1903, she wrote about the Church going into the "OMEGA!" They burnt those "SERIES "A" and "SERIES "B" Books by the "Bushel Basket full!" and two Truck Loads in that Incinerator Fire. Those who know the most about it, are not Talking.

"WHAT WILL IT COST?"

"IF MY MEMBERSHIP IS LOST?"

"ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN! is soon to be realized; the GREAT APOSTATE, which is DEVELOPING and INCREASING and waxing STRONGER, and will CONTINUE to do so until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a Shout...Not a WORD is CHANGED or DENIED!" B7:56-7, 5, 6, 8, 13. (202). SM 2:389. SG 4:61. T6:407. Ev. 363. RH 5:110, 263. Col 424. PK 187, 717. LS 431.

"Unless those who can help...are AROUSED to a sense of their Duty, they will not RECOGNIZE the work of God in the LOUD CRY...CONTRARY (the OPPOSITE OF!) CONTRARY too any human planning...when the work goes forward under the direction of the ANGEL who JOINS the Third Angel (Not in the MIDNIGHT CRY to the LAODICEANS, but this 4th ANGEL comes in) in the Message to be given to THE WORLD!" TM 300, 66, 206, 208, 237, 399, 507. T5:80-1, 463. DA 212.
WITH EACH ANGEL’S MESSAGE—THERE ARE NEW MESSENGERS!
REV. 17 was ROMANISM—the BABYLON in LUTHER’S DAY. Headquarters in Rome. In the DARK AGES. 1884 GC 233. GC 382.
REV. 14 was the BABYLON of APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM that protests NOTHING! They go along with ROMANISM in just about EVERYTHING! 1884 GC 232. GC 383. IN 1844.
REV. 18 she was not ready for this BABYLON for 189 pages. She led up to it by showing what they would be Teaching. ROMANISM in the Old World. APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM in the NEW. 1884 GC 421. The Subject of the "LOUD CRY!!" "IN A MESSAGE THAT IS YET FUTURE!!" 1888 GC 383.

HOW TO BE LOST.
The Messages must be accepted "IN THEIR ORDER!!" EW 249, 260-1. The Order is: "MIDNIGHT CRY" before the "LOUD CRY!!" The Lord will NOT ACCEPT a mixed-up MULTITUDE to give the "LOUD CRY!!" There is an Eternal SEPARATION between WISE and FOOLISH. NOTHING can change that. "The solemn TESTIMONY upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS!!" T1:181.
It does not "HANG!!" on the "LOUD CRY!!" It is ALL OVER for Adventists BEFORE the LOUD CRY! T9:97.

THE JOKE OF THE CENTURY.
The Shepherd's Rod demanded World-Wide attention when they Predicted; that on the Morning of a certain Day; all the Adventist Ministers would Wake up DEAD! And the Shepherd's Rod would take command of the SDA Pulpits. More than you care to Believe—of OTHER so-called: "REFORM LEADERS" had the SAME IDEA! That is why they were against "ORGANIZATION!!" they were fixing their Star to take over the SDA Pulpits! What a Dream!
WHO in his right Mind would want ANY PART of that ORGANIZATION! Let us have a Look at it!
JONES and DANIELLS—went to the Gangster City of Chicago to Sign this Denomination over to the AMA-FDA. Ever since they have been there FIRSTEST with the MOSTEST to try ANY and ALL New Drugs. FIRST to open the Church Basement for taking BLOOD BANK SUPPLIES. When the Army in Korea found BEET-EXTRACT and SALINE SOLUTION was BETTER! Without the Danger of HEPATITUS (Inflammation of the Liver), and what about Sowing the Seeds for CANCER and the 7 Last Plagues? DF 386-7. MM 229, 273. 16:371.
The AMA-FDA GOON-SQUAD Black Hand Gang ran believers through the Court Mills; BREAKING them, RUINING them, costing them MILLIONS in DAMAGES! And how many did they ASSASSINATE? "CAR ACCIDENTS" was a favorite method, if not a Poisoned Ice-Dart. They became the "LUNATIC FRINGE" until the Natural School STRUCK BACK! and so did God. - 63-
BALAAM (Legal GOONS) went to BALAK (The LAW the KING of the MOABITES) to entice Israel to Sin. Some of them, especially the Leaders, did not need much enticing. PP 454-9. Was this Recorded in Vain? SG 3&4 (Center) 49-52. God will help us to OVERCOME the modern BALAAMS if we do as Moses did; "LAID HOLD upon His strength, and exalted HIS THRONE!" SG 3:258. No, he did not DENY the "PLACE" of His Sanctuary, nor cast it DOWN! nor trod it UNDERFOOT, as does the 1980 Dallas, Texas Adventist LITTLE HORN of Daniel 8:9-13, 17, 25. They now pretend they do not know WHERE it is! They deny its "GEPGRAPHICAL LOCATION!" And therefore "DESOLATIONS!" will follow! Daniel 8:13. 9:17-8, 26-7. 11"23, 30-2. 12:8-11.

It is Time to do as Moses did after the Golden Calf Worship; he pitched the Tabernacle "WITHOUT the CAMP, AFAR OFF FROM THE CAMP!...sought the Lord, went OUT unto the Tabernacle...WITHOUT THE CAMP!" SG 3:286.

WITOUT THE CAMP!

"Brethren, if you continue to be as IDLE, as WORLDLY as SELFISH as you have been, GOD WILL SURELY PASS YOU BY, and take those who are less self-caring, less ambitious for WORLDLY HONOR, and who will NOT HESITATE TO GO, as did their Master, WITHOUT the Camp, bearing the Reproach." T5:461. T6:332, 405, 412. T8:71.

TRY TO FIND THAT! in ANY COMPREHENSIVE or INCOMPREHENSIBLE! Surely THAT would not fit the FROOM-ODOM TRADITION! They became so VEXED with her REPROOFS they had to CHANGE THE BOOKS. To make way for the 1981 OMEGA!

"The STRAIGHT TESTIMONIES...caused them GREAT UNEASINESS, and they found RELIEF in WARRING against them, and striving to make themselves and others believe that they were UNTRUE. THEY said the people were ALL RIGHT, but it was the REPROVING TESTIMONIES which made the TROUBLE. And when the REBELLIOUS unfurl their Banner, (1980-1981) all the disaffected rally around the Standard, and all the spiritually DEFECTIVE, the Lame, the Halt, and the Blind, UNITE their INFLUENCE to SCATTER and sow DISCORD." (Just like KD+A.) SG 3&4 (Center) 37.

BACK TO EGYPT.

FROOM-ANDERSON started the Trek back to Egypt. FORD was sent by the AUSTRALIAN CONFERENCE to sit at the feet of HOLY HELL PORK-PRIEST, F. F. BRUCE of the PLYMOUTH BRETHREN-ENGLAND, for 2 Years! HEPPENSTALL called him to unload that Stuff in California.

-64-
COE of the LAWYERS of SPECTRUM; who were Sniping at ELLEN WHITE via NUMBERS for over a Decade, rubbed their hands with Glee, so they arranged FORD st PUC-quickly followed by COTTRELL at LLU.

HEPPENSTALL at least PRETENDED! he did not want FORD to go that FAR, but with PROFESSIONAL ACTORS, who may not have an OUNCE of Religion; to them, they ACT OUT the PART their hidden MASTERS want them to, who knows? What is MEANT or only a put-on ACT BRINSMEAD-PAXTON-GOLDSWORTHY juggling with when to pull the Curtain for the next ACI; put their: "JOHNIE COME LATELY!" to work on TEARING DOWN ALL LAWS OF TIME (Sabbath) FOOD (Pork) and PLACES! So if you keep the RIGHT time or the WRONG time, eat the RIGHT food or the WRONG food; it makes no difference now! We are in the DISPENSATION of GRACE! GOD NOW OVERLOOKS our TRANSgressIONS! we do not even have to believe in any Most Holy PLACE!

So once again WILSON and BRINSMEAD are in perfect HARMONY! Now BRINSMEAD in his great benevolence will IGNORE the WEAK-MINDEDNESS of those who believe in the INFANTILE RANTINGS of EW BRINSMEAD with a Sly Smirk to PAXTON and GOLDSWORTHY will permit these IDIOTS to MINGLE with their obvious SUPERIORS: the DRINKERS-SMOKERS-WHORE-MASTERS, the TRIBE that ROG now prefers. AS DID BALLenger!

So also did BALAAM THE LAWLESS CULT of the DAMNED!

-THE NOMINAL CHURCHES are FILLED with FRONICATION and ADULTERY, CRIME and MURDER, the result of BASE, LUSTFUL PASSIONS; but these things are kept COVERED. MINISTERS IN HIGH PLACES ARE GUILTY; yet a CLOAK of godliness covers their DARK DEEDS...The SINS of the NOMINAL CHURCHES have reached unto Heaven, and the HONEST IN HEART will...come OUT of them!" T2:449.

BUT THIS APOSTATE CLOWN would take us RIGHT BACK IN THERE! "PLACES!" do not matter. "TIME!!" does not matter. 'SUBSTANCES!' (What we Eat!) does not matter! Some one should give him his Last Supper of TOADSTOOLS!

THE CULT OF THE DAMNED!

WORSE than what they DO, is their RABBLE-ROUSING in which they tell the World! NO LAW CAN BE-NEED BE-KEPT! The Doctrine of LUCIFER IN HEAVEN The Root cause of all the EVIL in this World! Some one KNIFES another (or let it be RAPE-ROBBERY or any of a THOUSAND other Evils) and he comes before the COURT with an EVANGELICAL PREACH-ER as his ADVOCATE-"LAW" "KEEP THE LAW?"
EVERYONE KNOWS (NO LAW CAN BE KEPT!) Just what would Society come to if such Teaching were permitted? And take it as far as REPROBATE ADVENTISTS have taken it—it is a SIN TO TRY! "THE CURSE OF WORKS!" "THE CURSE OF LAW!" "THE CURSE OF LEGALISM!" (the Dirtiest word on EVANGELICAL TONGUE!) "THE CURSE OF MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!"

Did not the Lord promise 2 things?
(1) Those who worship OUTSIDE of the Most Holy PLACE would AT ONCE be given over to SATAN! EW 56. 1846 Broadside. EW 264.
(2) He will CHOOSE! their DELUSIONS. They will become WORSE than SODOM! WORSE than the Heathen round about! DO WE SEE IT? If not—we must be BLIND!

"SATAN...would lead them to DISOBEY God's Commands, and then make them Believe that they are entering a wonderful field of KNOWLEDGE, which is purely SUPPOSITION, and a MISERABLE DECEPTION...They are ELATED...CHARMED with their own VAIN PHILOSOPHY; but grope in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS...They are EVER LEARNING, and NEVER ABLE to come to the KNOWLEDGE of the Truth." SG 3:41.

Their OFFERING is like that of CAIN—(NO BLOOD)! The BLOOD is in the Most Holy PLACE! SG 3:48, 54, 55-6, 225, 246. Like those OUTSIDE the ARK—they will find out their Mistake— TOO LATE! SG 3:71.

LAWLESS RINGLEADERS!
BEFORE BRINSMEAD-PAXTON-FORD-DURST-HUDSON, BEFORE 1980-1981, we could not see the MEANING of T5:212. LEADING TO RIOT! REVOLUTIONARIES AGAINST LAW AND ORDER!

"Those who have been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOTASY and examples in INDIFFERENCE and in the abuse of God's mercies. THEIR wicked course He will tolerate NO LONGER! and in his WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY." T5:212.
(Also see p. 211.)

THE BRAIN-WASHING RITUAL.
FROOM must have been ASTOUNDED! as he sent fledgling Ministers to every Corner of the Compass—with the Cat-of Nine-Tails Bull-Whip in their hands: "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" "SR. WHITE SAID SO!" so they USE: "MRS. WHITE!" when it suits them! FROOM must have been AMAZED beyond words—the POWER he held in his hand. And the FEEL OF POWER in the hand of every Minister—why, these DUMMIES do not even know our FAVORITE REFERENCE was NOT FOR THE MINISTRY! against the MEMBERSHIP! No! It was FOR THE MEMBERSHIP! and aimed by true Angel's AGAINT the MINISTRY; TM 466.
(See CONTEXT!)
THE SABBATARIAN CHURCH.
in the Days of Christ became the CRUCIFIERS! Who went to the Government, to do their Dirty Deeds, Is it for NOTHING that Sr. White said that History will be REPEATED? Today we see just about EVERYTHING she predicted; is being covered up! and the FINAL APOSTASY is to:

PAUSE!

we pause here as we looked in the SM 2:...INDEX! We were astounded! that Arthur White listed in 1959:

We were looking for ONE REFERENCE! but we found:

76 "The very LAST DECEPTION of Satan will be to make of NONE EFFECT the Testimonies!" SM 2:78.

45 FALSE INTERPRETATION OF...

83 MISAPPLIED to support erroneous FORD THEORIES!

65 misused by last day FANATICS...

357 misused by NICHOLS to encourage people remain CITIES!

90 misused by other FALSE PROPHETS...

86 misused with SPURIOUS "VISIONS" by HOUTEFF-BACHAND-NAGEL-ROGERS-FROOM-ANDERSON-NICHOLS-FIGHR-MEYERS-FORD

81 REJECTED by these FALSE PROPHET VISIONARIES who see only "PEACE and SAFETY!" by these "DUMB DOGS!" T5:211.

91 Satan works furiously to STIGMATIZE...

45 wrong conclusions reached in study of...

78 Listed above as "LETTER 12, 1890" but this was a "LETTER" to A FALSE PROPHET GARMIRE and his DAUGHTER; FALSE TIME-SETTERS—is this the SAME "ANNA" shown pages 80-95?

In any Case ARTHUR WHITE tries to COVER-UP for JONES harranguing the Battle Creek Tabernacle for one Hour to take ANNA PHILLIPS as the Prophet to the Church since ELLEN WHITE was FAR AWAY in Australia. This false Time-Setter had the same "RING" and the same "CONTENT" as the Testimonies! so said JONES.

1894 JONES HARRANGES the Battle Creek Church to take the

1893 VISIONS of ANNA RICE PHILLIPS merely speaking of JONES as a "LEADING WORKER!" SM 2:85. For more details of the BLINDNESS of JONES see SM 2:90-95.

1958 this was the Cover-up Snow-job of ARTHUR WHITE but in 1966 due either to all the FLACK he was getting from those who knew the FACTS! or else because he saw how the AWAKENING was trying to RAILROAD HIM OUT! together with his Grandmother: whatever the Reason in 1966 he spilled the Beans—had an uncommon Stroke of HONESTY as he EXPOSED that this was JONES in the OLSON BOOK "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" p. 304.

1897 but in spite of (or because of) what JONES did in 1894 he was ELEVATED by the URIAH SMITH GANG

-67-
to be the "LEADING EDITOR!" of the R&H.

JUST THE SAME as LESLIE HARDINGE haranguing the General Conference Session with the AWAKENING DOCTRINE of "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!" in the "OUTER COURT" clear OUT of the SANCTUARY ENTIRELY! Where NO SINS have EVER been Forgiven! and also in some UNKNOWN FUTURE! exactly as BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT had it in HUDSON'S "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" Chart 1960-this HARDINGE handed to the General Conference in R&H June 19, 1970. p. 9, 10.

1979 WILSON-who pledged to "HOLD THE LINE! did the SAME as they did with JONES-1894. WILSON ELEVATED HARDINGE to the HIGHEST HONORARIUM in the SDA CHURCH! Made him DEAN" of the Far Eastern "PHILIPPINE SEMINARY!" R&H Nov. 22, 1979. p. 17.

This is how they "HOLD THE LINE!"
To let NO APOSTATES get in!

THE VERY LAST DECEPTION.

"The very last Deception of Satan will be to make of none effect the TESTIMONY of the Spirit of God...There will be a HATRED KINDLED against the TESTIMONIES which is SATANIC...to unsettle the Faith of the Churches in them." SM 1:48. 1890. Released by ARTHUR WHITE-1958.

Followed by OLSON BOOK ADMISSION-1966, that JONES and WAGGONER were not all that HOT! as FROOM'S AWAKENING was painting them! REMEMBER when HUDSON brought BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT to AMERICA-1960, and here and there, one Minister after the other, started to take off after the AWAKENING? and SUDDENLY they received an EXECUTIVE ORDER! to DUMMY UP! COOL IT!

"These kindred HERESIES, and the REJECTION of the Truth, convert THE CHURCH into BABYLON." SM 2:68.

"The Message to the LAODICEANS is applicable to Seventh-day Adventists who have had GREAT LIGHT and have not walked in the Light. It is those who have made GREAT PROFESSION, but have not kept in STEP-STEP-STEP with their Leader-that will be SPEWED OUT!" SM 2:66.

"And AFTER these things I saw ANOTHER ANGEL!" SM 2:67.

BABYLON!

OLD INDEX look for "BABYLON!" in TM 265. Can you find it NOPE! Not unless you put it in there!
NEW ODOM INDEX! Can you find it? NOPE! Not there! That would be "DEALING IN THE NEGATIVE!" and FROOM says we must NEVER do THAT! But what if the following is:

POSITIVELY SO!

"The World must not be introduced into the Church, and married to the Church...... "68-

The above has an "IF" to it. FROOM says there is no "IF" about it. And to seal her mouth PERMANENTLY: she never made any "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS!" so there!

But let us see if we can take the "IF" away! To confuse the Issue: they \textbf{ADDED} a whole cluster of "MAYS!!" in PK 187.

\textbf{So let us go to the ORIGINAL}: remembering that she could \textbf{HARDLY} have "AUTHORIZED" the \textbf{CHANGES} in PK, because she was not around in 1917-the Date of the Copyright!

\textbf{So we go to the ORIGINAL}: "In the CLOSING WORK of God in the Earth, the STANDARD of His LAW will be exalted. FALSE RELIGION may prevail, iniquity abound, the love of many wax cold, the Cross of Calvary lost sight of, and DARKNESS, like the pall of DEATH, may spread over the World...plot after plot may be formed against the \textbf{people of God}; [Find these "PEOPLE OF GOD" giving the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to another Class: to the LAODICEANS! Ti:179-187.]

"...but in the Hour of GREATEST PERIL the God of Elijah \textbf{WILL-WILL-WILL} (any "IFS" about this?) \textbf{WILL raise up human instrumentalities to bear a MESSAGE} that will \textbf{not be SILENCED}...The Voice of STERN REBUKE \textbf{WILL-WILL-WILL} be heard. BOLDLY will men of God's appointment (of WILSON'S APPOINTMENT?) of God's appointment \textbf{DENOUNCE} the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD. \textbf{FEARLESSLY}"..."for the Hour of His Judgment is come"...THE TEST...THE CONTEST will be between the \textbf{COMMANDMENTS} of GOD and the commandments of MEN! (BRINSMEAD-PAXTON-GOLDSWORTHY-BRUCE-FORD and others BUMS!) Those who \textbf{STEP by STEP} have yielded to worldly/CUSTOMS (Xmass and Easter. GC 443.) will THEN-THEN-THEN yield to the powers that be, rather than subject themselves to DERISION, INSULT, THREATENED IMPRISONMENT and DEATH. \textbf{AT THIS TIME} \textbf{the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the CROSS}." (Read on!) RH 6:381-2. Nov. 20, 1913.

(Find other VITAL CHANGES that, if left ALONE, would NEVER HAVE GIVEN THE HIEBERT ARK THEORY a foot to get started in!)

Yes! we go BACK to the ORIGINAL! so can you.

GC 444 "So apostasy \textbf{IN the Church will prepare the way for the Image to the Beast}!"

GC 445 Here we see the "STEPS!!" they are taking now. Teach "IN COMMON!!" (RH Dec. 18, 1969, p. 20.) and then go to LAW! COE-FORUMS-SPECTRUM-NUMBERS-FORD-COTTRELL.
COE did the same as FROOM, stay in the Background, as do leading Rabble-Rousers in "BLACK POWER" revolutionary activities. Agitate the MOB, get them going, and then fade out of the Picture.

FROOM-COE used the AWAKENING as their "WHIPPING BOYS!!" GUILTY of INSURRECTION, but make it APPEAR that others are! This is EXACTLY what the other Jews did in the Days of Christ. Tried to stir the LAW-the GOVERNMENT to take after Christ and His Apostles on the Charge of:

TREASON!

When Adventists (the Church) united with "CIVIL DEFENSE!" (the Government Union of Church and State!) when NO OTHER CHURCH was DUMB ENOUGH so to do!

When NICHOLS wrote in his R&H that HE CONCEIVED the Idea on his way on a Plane to Battle Creek; to attend an Army "CIVIL DEFENSE" Seminar; instead of "FLEEING!!" to the "ISOLATED PLACES!!" he, Big Hero! turned the Adventist Church over to the WAR LORDS-as CONRADI did in GERMANY in 1914! The SAME spirit!

God has promised to SMASH the CORRUPT CITIES because of their Sins-like Sodom! But Adventists (Big Heros!) are going to tie their broken Bones together again! As they put on Display in Cleveland, Ohio in the General Conference Session in 1962. They BOASTED that they gave away TONS! of Civil Defense propaganda.

We were the ONLY ONES that REFUSED to Sign on the Dotted Line-in a Civil Defense Seminar of about 24 in Canada. Regimented by a constipated Old Army Officer Beer-Guzzler-Pork in his Belly and Nicotine on his Breath.

A faithful SDA Church "ELDER" EX-ARMY man went to the Post Office to STOP or DESTROY my Mail: went to the RCMP on a Charge of "TREASON!!" because of what I wrote.

A Special Detachment of RCMP were out looking for me but we had dropped out of Sight for some 30 Days. NO ONE KNEW WHERE WE WERE. It just HAPPENED this way, we did not Plan it. We had Sold our place and notified NO ONE where we were, until we would stop moving around.

Why send Mail that would have to be re-sent and maybe get Lost? The RCMP went to our closest Friend and Neighbor and THREATENED him NOT to tell us he was after us!

Some 30 Days later-I sat in on a Court Case-10 feet away from this RCMP Office-beside my Neighbor, and that Cop never said: "BOO!! WHY?"

OPERATION EVACUATION.

Because in the meantime the Saturday Evening Post came
out with that memorable Article by Senator Young of Ohio, "THE DISGRACE OF CIVIL DEFENSE!" calling it a "CANNON BALL CONCEPT!" with a Battery of Scientific Advisers behind him; he proved conclusively that the ONLY ONES SAVED; would be those who HID and REFUSED to be "EVACUATED!" Those who went out in the Open, when the FIRST DEADLY "FALL-OUT" would touch them; they would all be DEAD and this is what Adventists sponsored! Because a few Lame-Brains at Battle Creek decided to throw the Adventist Church into a Programme that they thought would give them "INFLUENCE!" with the World.

A GOVERNOR of a State followed in "CORONET" and added support to Senator Young. Then there was HIRING and FIRING in the Ranks of the Leaders of "CIVIL DEFENSE!"

If something is as Nutty as that-expect Adventists to get with it. By the same NICHOLS they went to the AIR-FARCE to find out the Truth about FLYING SAUCERS. So that Adventists by and large are SITTING DUCKS: when MAXWELL'S "ANTI-CHRIST" appears, as recorded in GC 624. Which WOODS of the R&H SNEERED AT!

After these 2 Articles, I sat 10 feet from this RCMP Officer, and he said NOT A WORD! The Shoe was on the other Foot. The Shoe will also be on the other Foot; if we pay attention to what we have in the SOP Writings. And do as I suggested; BACKED BY SENATOR YOUNG OF OHIO! "OUT OF THE CITIES IS MY MESSAGE!" EGW.

But Self-Important NICHOLS wanted those who WERE OUT! To go BACK IN! to "RESCUE!" those who did not have enough SENSE! to get OUT! while the getting OUT was Good!

"The Lord has shown me REPEATEDLY that it is contrary to the Bible to make any provision for our temporal wants in the "TIME OF TROUBLE!"...I saw that our Bread and Water would be SURE at that TIME, and that we should not lack nor suffer hunger, for God is able to spread a Table for us IN THE WILDERNESS...HOUSES and LANDS will be of NO USE to the Saints in the "TIME OF TROUBLE!" for THEY will then have to FLEE before infuriated MOBS, and AT THAT TIME their possessions cannot be disposed of to advance the cause of Truth. I was shown that it is the will of God that the SAINTS would CUT LOOSE from every encumbrance BEFORE the "TIME OF TROUBLE!" comes, and make a Covenant with God through sacrifice. If they have their property on the Altar and earnestly inquire of God for Duty, He will Teach them WHEN to dispose of these things. THEN they will be FREE in the "TIME OF TROUBLE!" and have no clogs to weigh them down." (read on!) EW 55-8.
ALL ON THE ALTAR.

Laying all on the Altar could mean many things. FIRST sell that EXTRA LAND. SECOND, sell that CITY HOME, and buy just as good a Place in the Country at half-price. THIRD, sell that Country Home at a Price that it will be snapped up, and you live there just like you own it, for a number of YEARS, RENT FREE! And the Lord has PLEDGED! to take care of everything then.

Your ISOLATED Country Home, RENT FREE, TAXES PAID IN ADVANCE! or the Buyers of your Place—pay the Taxes or it reverts back to you; such a Place may be a Haven (for a while. EGW says RESTRICTIVE LAWS will come to the Country—LAST! to the Cities—FIRST!) then your Place may be a ‘aven for your Children to come to. Do not PANIC and do something FOOLISH! Be WISE as Serpents and HARMLESS as DOVES! As we lay all on the Altar.

I can see many: TRYING TO GET OUT! FRANTIC TO SELL! And not be able. FROZEN on the Job. BOUND in the City. They COULD have set up CAR REPAIR SHOPS in the Country but no! They did not have enough FAITH to ORGANIZE a CENTER for REPAIRING: FRIGS, SEWING MACHINES, APPLIANCES or make DRESSES, BAKE HEALTH BUNS loaded with SEEDS the most VITAL FOOD nature has ever made.

Have a City-outlet to Pick-up and Deliver. (Or HIWAY STALL.)

THE CHURCH was to TRAIN the Young people in a SKILL. But the distinction, between them and the World, has disappeared. "NOW is the TIME to lay up Treasure in Heaven and to set our Hearts in order, READY for the "TIME OF TROUBLE!!" Those only who have clean hands and pure hearts will STAND in that trying Time." EW 58, 282-5. 19:135.

HEALTH FOODS.

If you make HEALTH FOODS—forget that SOYA JUNK! JOHN H. TOBE of Canada, before he died, was the FIRST IN THE WORLD to expose SOYA JUNK. Dr. Royal Lee—before that—WARNED, that the CHINESE before they made SOYA MILK; soaked the Beans in water—several waters to remove the ANTI-ENZYME KIDNEY POISON from the Shells of the Beans. WE ARE AWARE that there are SEVERAL VARIETIES of SOYA BEANS. Some might match up to OTHER beans and peas as a source of CALCIUM and PROTEIN.

TOBE EXPOSED in "THE GOLDEN TREASURY OF NATURAL HEALTH KNOWLEDGE"p. 185, 199-203 that some"RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS" might object to his DISCOVERY, that CHEMICALS(DANGEROUS and DEADLY SOLVENTS) may be used to EXTRACT the OIL from the SYA BEAN (he claims up to 99.99%) leaving the PULP—WASTE—RESIDUE.
"But as any JACKASS would know: you can never ever get rid of the harmful effects of the HEXANE GAS (SOLVENT) and its various COMBINATIONS." p. 203.

What to do with this CHEAP WASTE PULP? Feed it to Animals? They get SICK and DIE! So what to do? Sell it to some HELL-TH FOOD FREEKS, to Doctor up into various Concoctions, including BEAN-SOUP jokingly called: "MILKY"

Or else some COUNTERFEIT "SOLONEY" as COUNTERFEIT as their Doctrines: made to LOOK-TASTE-SMELL like the South-End of a Pig going North! As an SDA College Professor said as he held up some of those "WEENIES" - "this is the IMAGE of the BEAST!"

(Maybe they will get around to drag him through the Courts as they did with TOBE! on some OTHER trumped up Charge!)

No one must Question the INFALLIBILITY! and their FROOMS!

THE UNTOUCHABLES.

A prominent SDA Colporteur in Hospital; the Doctors gave him every kind of Test, could not figure out what was ailing him. He asked me, "would you do me a Favor?" I said "What?" - he said get me some (Soya Bean wastes). I said "Have you been taking THAT?" - he answered: "I just about LIVE on it." I replied: "According to Dr. Royal Lee's WARNING for endless YEARS! that is a MIND and KIDNEY POISON - that's why you're HERE!"

An SDA came over to see us, was BRAGGING something Wonderful about his Place, wanted us to come look at it. We were HORRIFIED! The SLOPPIEST "HILL-BILLY" shack on the Block! A Wonder that the neighbors did not have it CONDEMNED! and BULLDOZED OFF! That was the Guy: got his name in the Paper Coast to Coast; bending over some one in an "AIR-RAID ALERT EVACUATION EXERCISE!" This Stumble-Bum will lead us in "CIVIL DEFENSE" and "ATOMIC-BOMB EVACUATION DRILL!"

He opened a "HELL-TH" Store. He had a beautiful Daughter when about 11 Years old, she started to go MENTAL. He had fed her: "HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN RESIDUES OR WASTES!" TOBE p. 199.

TO BE FAIR! they may have SWITCHED-for at least SOME of their Products-to the REAL BEANS!

TO BE SAFE! I would have NONE of it! A HELL-TH STORE OPERATOR gave us some of that "rotten-underwear" GLUTEN STEAKS for Supper. I told him I nearly DIED during the Night; enough gas to ROCKET TO THE MOON! He said once before, he also ALMOST DIED! from the same JUNK that could not be DIGESTED by a Cast-Iron CAT! And ADD to that the CHEMICALS!

OUR SOLUTION? let them go with their: "ADULTERATED SUBSTANCES and their ERSATZ DOCTRINES!) are to be AVOIDED! ODF 85. -73-
I wrote to the Chief Laboratory Technician in charge of making one Brand of "Bean-Soup"-asked him what kind of "VITAMIN "D" did he use in the Goulash called: "[MILK]" He wrote back and said he did not know.

Can you imagine that? Just let the Factory buy whatever they were USED to buying right along. Without any PERSONAL concern. But he looked into it and yes! It was the kind that Dr. Royal Lee had so long WARNED against.

That the DISCOVERER of VITAMIN "D" said was NOT Vitamin "D" it was compounded from [ERGOT OF RYE]. It took me a LONG TIME to find it out-but so also is LSD.

**OPERATION WHITE-COAT.**

To graduate from the SDA College, it was MANDATORY to join the MILITARY CADETS. Or else go to another College. Army Spiritualists (T1:363-6. 9M 2:55.) got some CRAZY IDEA that they could decapitate the Enemy by slipping them a mickey in the form of LSD. So they EXPERIMENTED on the SDA. It is said they had to ROAR WITH LAUGHTER! as they watched the DRUGGED CADETS in OPERATION "WHITE-COAT." Perhaps some one forgot that "AS YE DO UNTO OTHERS-SO SHALL IT BE DONE UNTO YOU AGAIN!"

So if they thought it was alright to drive some one else MENTALLY, why should they not return these Cadets to Mama, mentally UNBALANCED? Or did you not read the DOZENS of BOOKS on the "TRIP" with LSD? From which MANY go past the Brink, and NEVER RECOVER!

So the Sceincific Question is: that "SOYA WASTE MILK" was it the SOLVENT or the ERGOT OF RYE or BOTH together! that I wouldn't FEED to MY DOG.

Did anyone tell you, they RIOTED in ENGLAND on account of what they were doing in "OPERATION WHITE-COAT!!"

Adventist Leaders BRAGGED! THAT THEY SUPPLIED THE Army with these Guinea-pigs for YEARS! How many do they have in there NOW? Will NONE of those MOTHERS PROTEST? Will they DOCUMENT it? In what shape did the Boy come Home?

Or did he have to spend YEARS in MILITARY HOSPITALS?

**REVIEWING POISONS.**

And what they will do to the System-ANY of them could: "It affects the BRAIN and BENUMBS the SENSIBILITIES, so that the MIND cannot clearly discern SPIRITUAL THINGS...And while they are using SLOW and SURE POISONS...God cannot approbate them...WHAT A MISTAKE! Abused nature has now TWO EVILS to war against instead of one...to EXPELL the INTRUDER...cannot render to God any more acceptable service than can the [DRUNKARD]." SG 3 & 4 (2):126, 134, 139.
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THE HIGHEST COURT IN THE LAND.

Before the U.S. Congressional Hearings the Doctor in charge of Cancer Research testified that COAL TAR COLORS RED + ORANGE were the WORST THINGS KNOWN TO SCIENCE to cause CANCER. I wrote to an IMITATION HOG Factory if they were using those Colors to make VEGAPIC. They did not Reply but had the Company who made the DYE reply. Oh! Yes! It was perfectly SAFE! they were CERTIFIED Colors.

They seem to be OBLIVIOUS to such Scientific findings until the Government itself slaps them on the Wrist, and FORCES them to STOP using that HELLISH BREW from the Bottomless (Coal Tar) Pit. 22 SHAKING!

How many THOUSANDS of Cases of Cancer will Heaven record as CAUSED by those special Colors to enhance the appearance of the HYPOCRITE HOG worse than the REAL THING!

They Boast and Blow that they had an elected Representative in the Legislative Assembly, and when the TEST CAME: what to do about FOOD LAWS and CHEMICAL ADDITIVES: she voted to let the FDA look after it! ABDICTED her responsibility! Let the CHEMICAL INTERESTS give you THALIDAMIDE-let the FROOMS hand you DOCTRINE! And bring the LAW to bear on any that OBJECT! 70 WHITE-COAT!

THEY TOOK A BEATING: 25

in their attempt to STOP all HERBAL CHIROPRACTIC NATURAL TREATMENTS not according to ORTHODOXY. They held QUACKERY CONGRESSES and took a Beating. NICHOLS died of a broken Heart. Now we hear the Dragon is again rearing his ugly Head-his Lair isLU! Which was also the Hide-out for Baby-Molester Sex-Degenerate Alayne Yates. Now it is a Haven for taking after "THE NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION" we have one Question to ask-no, TWO?

(1) Is your Name written on some of the Bricks in that Place? You spent God's money for THAT! Do you KNOW or CARE what is going on? Have you read the SPOTLIGHT?
(2) Will you investigate? Read "PREVENTION" "CANCER JOURNAL?" Other EXCELLENT Magazines? "The INDIFFERENCE which has existed among our MINISTERS in regard to HEALTH REFORM...UNLESS WE AROUSE (in the MIDNIGHT HOUR!) THEY WILL GO IN ADVANCE OF US!!" TM 417. RH 4:372. 16:299.

We think it is far past Time, to put some of those Leaders under the Microscope, to see what makes them Tick, and why they Sacrifice, as did Ancient Israel to MOLOCH! The Fire-God of BAAL! REVOLVING CHOIRS and MEDICAL STUDENTS, so all should be as ONE! and ONE as ALL! -75-

53 SANTIFICATION - "MOMENT!"